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Welcome New Members
We are pleased to welcome the following new members to our group. We are glad you have
decided to join us!
Adam Bigelow
Elizabeth Allen
Stephen Bizak
Larry Boles
Tony Breeze
Jong Chong Chen
Bohn Dunbar
Leslie Flynn
John Fullbright
Bryan Gilles
Steven Goldberg
Michael Graham
James Hazen
William Holliday
Jerry Hughes
Ed Jacoby
Peter Jensen
David Kleinman
Kim Lembke
Steven Letheby
Peg Lew
Tzung Han Li

WA
OK
OR
CA
Australia
CA
CO
NV
GA
NV
OR
PA
GA
TX
OR
TX
UT
TX
Australia
Australia
CA
Taiwan

Matt Lin
Anthony Moore
Caroline Nelms
John Pauley
Daniel Peterson
Kory Pettman
Margaret Redmond
Mark Sandler
Young Tae Seo
David Sherrod
Jennifer Shook
Olivier Soret
Jeffrey Tejnecky
David Thomas
Torbin Tildeberg
Tessa Walsh
Johann Wietse
Thomas Worthy

Taiwan
AZ
CA
SC
OR
TX
IA
TX
So.Korea
AL
AZ
France
VA
OH
Sweden
MA
Netherlands
GA
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Letter from your President
Tom Mitchell
Being retired, I could spend almost all of my
time studying the faceting arts and cutting
stones. I amassed a modest library of books on
faceting and collections of faceting designs. I
helped start a gem and mineral society in my
home community and became its second
President. I then became the Assistant State
Director for the Southeast Federation of
Mineralogical Societies. I then joined a local
faceting guild where I continued to learn.
About 8 years ago I was asked to put in an
application to become an instructor at William
Holland. Once my application was accepted I
knew I had to come up with some written
materials to hand out to my students and after
trying to get permission to use a book by Jeff
Graham I determined that I would have to write
my own entitled "Faceting 1, Learn the Fine Art
of Gem Faceting, It's Easy!". During the final
editing process I asked the then President of my
local faceting club to review it. It turns out that
he was a technical writing editor and after
reviewing my book he approached me saying
that he had been the President of the local club
for 12 years and he wanted to step down. He
then asked me to take over as President. Then
more recently, I was approached by Will Smith
who asked me to become a Director on the Board
of the USFG.

Greetings to all.
Let me start by introducing myself. I am Tom
Mitchell. I have been a member of the Board of
Directors of the United States Faceters Guild for
the past 3 years and worked closely with the late
Will Smith and Tom Maxwell on several USFG
projects.
I took up faceting almost 10 years ago after
retiring from a career in fire safety. I first
learned to facet at William Holland School of
Lapidary Arts in Young Harris, Georgia after an
eventful camping trip to my first fee mine not far
from there. On day one at the campsite I bought
a $30.00 bucket of rocks and spent the rest of the
day at the sluice picking out every sliver of color
that I saw. At the end of the day I took my
findings up to the camping office and asked what
I had and what I could do with it. The office
staff picked out several stones, and said they
could facet them for me. I asked what that was
and they showed me several on display. Pretty
much from that point on I was hooked. About a
month later I learned about the lapidary school in
Georgia and signed up for a faceting class. I cut
3 stones in my first week's class and shortly
thereafter I bought my Ultra Tec.

I have been teaching faceting at William
Holland since 2010. During my tenure at
William Holland I had the honor of working with
Tom Maxwell to find a way that the USFG could
support the school and provide a quality faceting
experience for our students. We came up with
the idea that we would provide laps for the
USFG instructors to use in their classes. We
have also paid to have the faceting room recarpeted to make it a safer work environment.
Last year the faceting room was being used less
than half of the season. This year there is a
4
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faceting class scheduled for every week of their
calendar year. I will be teaching a total of 8 of
those weeks.

have obtained. With the help of all of you, I
hope to help make this society as great as it can
become

With the passing of Tom Maxwell and the fact
that there was no Faceters Frolic last year, I
decided to step up and organize the 2018
Faceters Frolic. I then volunteered to be Vice
President when Diane Eames vacated the
position to take over the Presidency with Tom
Maxwell's passing. Diane then experienced
some personal difficulties and I found myself in
the position of acting President. Now with
completion of elections I guess I am now the
head honcho. I can only hope that I can live up
to the position and perform in a manner that
garners the respect that so many past Presidents

The elections are over, the Tucson Faceters
Frolic is history and the behind the scenes work
is progressing on getting the 2018 Single Stone
Contest off the ground, We've picked some
amazing designs for the contest and are in the
final stages of the process of making sure that the
contest will be challenging and fun. I hope you
all take the opportunity to test your skills and
compete.
Tom Mitchell, President
United States Faceters Guild
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Editors Corner
Dan Lynch, VP
Frolic. Check the Announcements page in this
NL for initial details and look for news to come
on the website, facebook page, and in the June
newsletter, but the event is expanded this year to
4 days and we’re moving to a new location (only
a good golf shot away from our past home at the
Fun Factory). Expanded days, more dealers,
and hopefully more of you. The dates are July
26-29 so mark your calendar.
Lots of good things in the pages ahead. This
newsletter is highly focused on the 2018 USFG
Single Stone Competition Announcement.
We’re excited about the competition and hope
ALL of you will consider entering.
Also included are articles from two of facetings
best, Victor Tuzlukov and John Baily. Each
contributing articles on cutting high quality
gems. You may find some of this information
helpful as you’re working on your competition
stones.

Welcome to Your
March Newsletter.
Hey friends and fellow faceters. Lots to cover
in this issue and as I tried to get this out in early
March, well so goes the best laid plans. I’m
hopeful the information contained herein will be
worth the wait.

As always, new patterns are also included and an
interview with our long-time historian (now
passing the torch) Glenn Klein.

It was great to see many of you, new and old
friends, in Tucson this year at our frolic. We all
owe a big THANKS to President Tom Mitchell
for his work organizing this event. We had lots
of presentations, faceting classes, Gem-cad
classes and a very solid turn out for the Old
Pueblo Club Hob Knob to end the week. I hope
if you didn’t make it this year, you’ll consider
making plans to join us in 2019.

As always – this is your newsletter, so feel free
to shoot me an email with what you’d like to see
included? Or perhaps you’d like to write an
article, be featured in our New Member Profile,
or perhaps share a new pattern you’ve designed.
Just shoot me an email at
editor@usfacetersguild.org.
Thanks!!
--Dan Lynch, Editor and USFG Vice President

Or….perhaps join us THIS SUMMER in
Franklin, NC for our 4 day Franklin Faceters

6
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inspiration to us all. Victor recently completed a
memorial of gemstones, which he called
“Constellation”, honoring six recently deceased
members of our guild. He presented this
collection at the Tucson Gem and Mineral Show
HobNob, for those of us fortunate enough to
have seen this tribute.

Meet Our New Historian
Jeff Theesfeld
Dear USFG members,
It is my honor to accept the appointment as
USFG Historian. I will do my best to bring
meaningful historical USFG information to light,
in hopes that it will provide increased knowledge
and inspiration to every member of our
organization.

Just to share a passage from Victor’s display….
Devoted to my friends – great American
faceters:
Charlie Moon, Jeff Ford, Stephen Kotlowsky,
Paul Head, Art Kavan and Bob Keller.
“Passing by half a life in theory.
Never worrying this context. –
We cut stones in other’s memory
And don’t know who will be next…”

There are several areas of interest I would like to
develop over the coming year. I hope to improve
the historical section of the website, which will
contain information about the early years of the
USFG. I would like to provide increased access
to historical gem designs by late members of the
guild, stories and memories of past events,
competitions, and members, as well as improved
links to historical articles and information.
I am asking the board members to provide ideas,
and request for areas of development. I would
ask the same of all members, especially our
senior members. Please consider providing
ideas, stories and information regarding possible
areas of interest. These ideas do not have to be
complete articles, or written stories, but they may
be bits of information which may be developed
into articles and stories we can share. Just send
me an e-mail, and let me know what ideas you
may have, and I will look into researching,
developing and sharing this information with
everyone in the guild.

I would like to thank Victor for his efforts in
honoring these past faceting artists and members.

Most of all, I would like this to be a fun exercise,
which adds to the overall experience for
everyone in the guild. By sharing stories about
our past, we may all become more interested and
enthused about what gem creation projects we
decide to work on today.

Jeff Theesfeld, USFG Historian

An example of a recent effort by one of our
members, Victor Tuzlukov, should stand as
7
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longer be able to use. I went to his house and he
graciously shared about 90 minutes of his time
explaining faceting; or at least what he could tell
me verbally. He showed me the Ultratech with
this gleaming digital gauge; making it seem
virtually impossible NOT to cut a perfect stone
every time. We wandered into his den and from
clear across the room I saw a large framed collage
that contained a certificate, a medal, and a faceted
stone. The sparkle of this gem riveted my
attention away from the multitudes of
microscopes and books and verniers and other
things that filled the room. I had never seen
anything so bright come from a piece of jewelry
before and I had to ask about it.

New Member Profile
Michael Noetzel

This was the home of Tom Boynton and in 2007
he placed second in the Single Stone Competition,
Novice Class. I was both in awe and instantly
hopelessly hooked with that stone but also with
the idea of competition. He explained the
difficulties of high grade polishing, refractive

My introduction to faceting in late 2013 was an
accident. One day I was searching Ebay for a
machine which would allow me to shape stones
round like a computer mouse that would fit easily
in my hand and could be heated to give massages.
I live in New Hampshire and wanted to find some
black, fine grained granite or similar stones and
shape and polish them myself. We have a lot of
river rocks locally but they always seemed to have
some odd little bulge here or misshape there and
none were polished to the degree I wanted. I
stumbled onto an auction for an UltraTec
Faceting machine that was being sold by someone
who lived only about 40 miles away from me.
Current price was two thousand dollars and my
budget was closer to $200 to put things into
perspective.

indexes, critical angles and facet meet points, and
in the back of my head I’m trying to figure out
where I’m going to come up with a few grand.
Tom
referred
me
to
Bill
Brown
(precisiongemcutting.com) in Raymond New
Hampshire whom he thought might be willing to
teach me. It turned out that my highest bid got beat
for Tom’s UltraTec but soon after that I bought a
Facetron and was sitting in Bill’s basement studio
cutting my first stone. It only took about 7 minutes
for all illusions of ‘perfectly cut facets every time’
to go right out the window.

I could have closed the window and moved on to
other lapidary equipment but something kept me
reading about this machine that turned rocks into
gems. I had never heard of faceting and before
you knew it I was messaging the owner and asking
if I could come over in person to look it over and
to ask questions about how to get started. The
owner’s eyesight was deteriorating and he needed
to sell off all his equipment that soon he would no
8
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Bill was a tough teacher and in asking him to
inspect what I assumed was a perfect culet of a
SRB I was caught off guard when he said “not
even close”. “Wait, what? Are you kidding me?”
I asked how that is not a perfect point and he
pulled out a sheet of paper and drew a zoomed in
picture of what my stone really looked like; where
I had undercut and overcut. My ‘perfect’ culet was
in fact horrible just as he said. Once I actually
understood what meeting adjacent facets actually
looked like though I worked as hard as I possibly
could to make every single facet perfect. Bill
demanded it, saying “if you’re not going to try to
be perfect, you’re just wasting material”.

in an instant it was all over. I cleaned up and
boxed my machine and its accessories and didn’t
even think about faceting for the next 18 months.
The stone had beaten me. In late 2015 when a
friend’s birthday was coming up I thought about
cutting a stone for a necklace. Realistically, I
needed to make a decision about what I was going
to do with all this faceting equipment that was
collecting dust one way or another. I called Bill
and asked if I could come back for lessons and
start over. He agreed and this time I continued
going to his place for months every Sunday from
9:00 to 3:00. I rebuilt my confidence and made it
a point to recut that CZ heart that had broken for
the competition. It came out significantly smaller
than the original plan of course but it was
important for me to finish it.

In the next several weeks I set the wrong indexes
and overcut facets more often than I am
comfortable admitting. Plenty of mistakes, but as
strict as Bill was, he was also willing to show you
how to fix them (if they could be fixed) or would
confirm what you sometimes suspected; that you
would have to recut the stone from scratch.
“Never let a stone beat you” he’d say; always keep
trying and learn from every mistake. After 5 or 6
sessions with Bill I finished my first stone and set
off on my own to improve on the basics that he
had taught me. In June of 2014 I decided to cut a
stone for the Novice Category of that year’s
competition. I only had a few weeks to make the
postmark deadline but I started cutting every
spare minute I could find and took two weeks of
vacation from work to give myself even more
time. I was cutting a simple Heart design in cubic
zirconia and to my own eye it was pretty
impressive. I had my Facetron set up in my living
room (not being married and no kids means fewer
distractions than most) and I was working
feverishly on the last day that I had to get the stone
postmarked. I had two facets left to put a final
polish on and I would done and then it happened.

At one point in 2016, the competition deadline
was months away and I decided to submit a stone
provided that I could finish one that I could be
proud of. I worked very slowly and methodically
on my designated design for the Novice Class:
‘Treforze’. It was a Padparadscha sapphire. I felt
the pavilion was flawless but I struggled with

1/3 of my stone fractured right off – I must have
pushed it too hard and overheated it. I can’t help
but add the cliché here that I was ‘broken hearted’.
I had been working until I couldn’t see straight
each night and pushed my focus to the limit and
9
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several scratches that kept showing up when
working on the crown. At one point all the facets
did look polished, but one meet point at the table
was slightly undercut. I made the painful decision
to not mess with it any further for fear of picking
up yet another deep scratch and having to recut
the crown. After a couple hundred hours of cutting
and polishing I had to let it go and let the judges
decide. I should point out here that I have a
personal flaw in that I rarely finish anything. I
have dozens if not hundreds of little projects that
have been started but never finished. I’m not sure
why but cutting is different for me. There is a
point when I very much feel the stone is done and
it was time to pull this one off the dop. Dropping
this off at the Post Office felt uneasy in that I had
put so much of my own time and effort into it that
I hated to let it go but I made the decision that

Months later I got my stone back with a score and
some comments, but no indication of how I did
(compared to everyone else). It had been 3 years
since I last spoke to Tom Boynton but I emailed
him and asked if he could explain the results. I
scanned the documents and sent them to him,
asking “why this printed diagram is basically a
blank page” and he responded that it was because
they found no flaws in my stone (except for that
one meet point which I didn’t see that they had
marked on the chart). In the following newsletter
I found out that I won first place and I was
absolutely elated! I happened to have been at a
low point in my life. At the age of 54 I was
questioning where I was in the world and
measuring accomplishments and regrets. Winning
first place at this point was well beyond any scale
of measure. December’s newsletter came not only
with the notification of the competition’s results
but also with the designs for 2017. Pre-Master’s
Category called for a 12mm Hexa Brilliant #5
design in lab spinel and after a ritual cleansing and
saging of my workspace I began cutting the stone
that would end up winning 1st place for 2017.
Faceting for me has become a way of life. I only
cut two or three stones per year but enjoy the
process of bringing them to life and spend weeks
or months on each one. Polishing is my cathartic
zone and I will spend up to a week putting a final
polish on every facet, sometimes with the TV on
in the background but most often in complete
silence so as not to be distracted. I will never be a
fast enough cutter to do it for a living, but I didn’t
get into this for the money. I get tremendous
satisfaction challenging myself to improve and to
make every single stone perfect and of course I
always hear this little voice that says “if you’re not
going to try to be perfect, you’re just wasting
material”.

trying to make it better could make it far worse.

Thanks Bill for your willingness to pass on your
hard-earned knowledge.

10
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publications, many of which are posted on
www.facetdiagrams.org.
Information on Glenn and his publications can
be found at www.glennklein.com.

An Interview with
Glenn Klein

Glenn,
Thank you for taking the time to respond to these
interview questions. Also thanks for your
significant contributions to the faceting
community throughout the years. I’m sure all
USFG faceters would love to hear your
recollections about the following topics;
Question? - What was your original inspiration
to start faceting? When and where did you begin,
and what was your first faceting machine?
Answer – Years ago when I lived in the San
Francisco bay area, I was busy working towards
a commercial pilot’s license. One of my first
required cross country flights was to Death
Valley. There I saw many colorful rocks, and
started making a collection. Soon I read about
“rock hounds” faceting some of these into
beautiful gems. I was hooked to the idea of
buying a faceting machine. About five years
later my wife and I were living in Southern
California (City of Orange). At that time there
was really one true place to go, Griegers in the
City of Pasadena. There I was advised by Mr
Grieger to buy an UltraTec or a second sample
he had on display. I chose the UltraTec. At age
90 my eyes are not good enough to facet. Just
this year (2018) I sold my UltraTec, it still looks
like new..

Glenn Klein is a founding member of the United
States Faceters Guild, and the previous USFG
Historian. Glenn is well known for having
published several books and articles, including:
Faceting History,
Evolution of Faceting Machines,
Luck & Timing, and Faceting Articles,
Designs, & Pictures.
He is a photographer, historian, Graduate
Gemologist GIA, and winner of many National
and International faceting competition awards.
In his earlier years, he was also a Commercial
Pilot with Flight Instructor, Land & Sea Airplane
ratings.

Question? – Can you tell us what the early years
of your faceting experience were like? Who
were your teachers/mentors, if any?
Answer – Faceting machines did not come with
elaborate instruction manuals when I purchased
my Faceting machine. So I spent about two
weeks looking over my machine and tried to
figure out what I was supposed to do. Then I did

Glenn was an original member of the 1986
United States Faceting Team which won the
International Challenge Cup, hosted by the
Australian Faceters Guild.
Glenn has created many original gem designs,
which can be found throughout his articles and
11
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a very dumb thing, I decided to see if all of the
many screws were tight. I used a small Allen
wrench to just barely put pressure on the screws.
They were all tight. This could have easily
ruined the accuracy of my UltraTec! I did not
have anyone to help me learn the procedures to
follow, so I taught myself by trying things. I
heard about Glenn and Martha Vargas and their
excellent book “Faceting for Amateurs” so I
bought the first 1969 edition, and that was how I
learned what to do. That book has been my bible
through the years; it has been what I needed to
know to become successful at cutting for
competition. Some of today’s beginning faceters
may think the book is outdated or full of errors,
but I would say they do not know what they are
talking about.

was won by the USA five-member team with a
total score of 2066.543. The total score for the
Australian five-member team was 2062.816…a
difference of 3.7 points. All faceters, from any
country, were required to facet each of the
designated four stones and to the same called out
designs. There were nine Australian faceters that
entered, and nine USA faceters that entered the
competition, for a total of 72 stones. The
faceters with the highest scores made up the five
member team on each side. The winning team
members were John Alden, Charles Hettich,
Vern Johnson, Glenn Klein, and Jack
McLelland.

Question? – How did the first International
Faceting Challenge, USA team form, and what
was that experience like?
Answer – The Australian faceters were still very
happy during the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics
because in the year before (1983) the Australian
team had finally won the “America’s Cup”
sailing race. The “America’s Cup” is the battle
for the oldest trophy in sport. The United States
had won the Cup over its entire one hundred and
thirty-two (132) year history. Three of these
happy Australian faceters, on their way to attend
the annual guild seminar in Warwick,
Queensland, conceived the idea of challenging
the faceters of the United States to a faceting
competition. Glenn and Martha Vargas were
visitors at the Warwick, Queensland seminar and
accepted the responsibility as coordinator for the
USA side of the competition. All USA guild
members could join the competition and the
Australian side included faceters from the UK,
New Zealand, and South Africa. The
International Challenge CUP remains the
property of the Australian Faceters Guild. The
competition is held every two years. The Trophy
itself is a large (approximately 14” diameter)
silver bowl, or CUP, and is beautiful. Out of a
possible points score of 2100 the first 1986 CUP

Question? – Please share any of your best/most
memorable faceting experiences. Who were
your most notable colleagues?
12
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Answer – I often entered faceting competitions
that were part of a gem show, like the yearly
American Federation of Mineralogical Society
shows, or at the wonderful Faceters Fair’s that
were held at the San Jose California Fairgrounds
each January. At first most faceters were
keeping their secrets of what they had learned
that made for their success with cutting laps,
polished facets, and good meets. When the
Australian faceters challenged the USA faceters
in the first IFC competition, the Americans
became free with their successful methods for
other USA competitions cutters to make use of.
California faceters along with some others living
up to Washington and Idaho were the most
active. We rarely heard much about faceters
from around the rest of the USA in those days.
But I was blessed because I got to know John
Alden, Vern Johnson, Charles Hettich, and Jack
McLelland. We were lifetime friends. But they
are all gone now.

Question? – What would you like future faceters
to know about your experiences? What special
“Glenn Klein Faceting Secrets” can you share
with us?
Answer – Faceting a gemstone is fantastic for
those who need or want a hobby, a source of
income, or enjoy satisfying themselves by
proving to themselves that they can do it if they
really try. For me it has not brought much in the
way of money, but has made it possible for me to
meet other faceters, who I think all are wonderful
people to know. I do not have any “special
Glenn Klein Fantastic Secrets” to share, other
than what I have already offered in the articles I
have written about in my three faceting books
and written for the USFG Newsletters.

Question? – Do you have any favorite faceting
designs, materials, machines or gems you have
created? Why would these be your favorites?
Answer – Cubic Zirconium has always been my
favorite gem cutting material. I like it because it
is hard enough to even be worn on your ring
finger. It will wear forever and take a lot of
abuse, even when you are washing the dishes and
hitting the sink. I have just one favorite faceting
design. Even though I have made many designs
by using Gem Cad and the computer, my
favorite is what I call “Starman.” You will not
believe what you are seeing. I have had Joe
Rubin (manufacturer of UltraTek faceting
machines) and other faceters ask me, “How in
the world did you do that with Gem Cad, and
your computer, and your UltraTec? It is
however, a very difficult design to actually facet.
I consider this design to be one in the World
because it is so different.

Question? – Do you have any advice for new
members of the guild, hoping to become
accomplished faceters?
Answer – By all means, enter the USFG single
stone competition each year. You will receive
very helpful advice from the Judges of your
stones. Pay attention and learn what works for
you, then follow that information until you
experiment or hear from someone else who
suggests a better way to proceed. Faceters are so
different, just like snowflakes in the winter.
13
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What works for you may not work for someone
else.

meet your level of faceting. There never is a
perfect 100 score. There is always
SOMETHING about your finished gem that you
would like to have done a little better. The judge
just did not see it.

Question? – Are there any other points of interest
you would like to share?
Answer – Do not become too disappointed when
you find that the design you have cut does not

Interview by Jeff Theesfeld, USFG Historian

14
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On Thursday the first speaker was me. I talked
about dopping and was quite surprised to have
nearly a full house to listen to me discuss the ins
and outs of the various types of dopping.

Tucson Faceters Frolic
2018 Wrap-Up
by Tom Mitchell
The Tucson Faceters Frolic was a big success.
We had a total of 150 people in attendance over
the four days of the event. Dr. Arya Akhavan
had almost a full complement for the gem buying
tour on the first day. I say almost because one of
his attendees got to the meeting place early, the
Tucson City Center Hotel, and promptly got
overwhelmed with what there was to see and
ended up wandering through the hotel alone,
missing the tour group.

Next up was Lisa Elser, all the way from
Vancouver, B.C., Canada who gave an amazing
talk on how she deals with miners during her
annual world trek to buy gems in various places
around the globe. Her talks are always
exceptional and highly informative.

The rest of the event took place at the Old
Pueblo Lapidary Club, starting with four of the
scheduled eight students for the Introduction to
Faceting class. It seems that the other four
students thought the class was either Thursday or
Friday rather than both days. The other four
showed up on Friday. All eight managed to
complete their first stone. Dan Lynch and Billy
Bob Riley were the teachers on the first day. But
Billy Bob contracted a bout of food poison after
the first class. So I stepped in on day two to help
Dan. The students seemed to enjoy themselves
and the few finished stones that I saw looked
very nice.

Next in line was Tom Herbst, from Germany,
who gave a very detailed account of what he
does to keep track of and manage his gem rough.
Tom is the author of the amazing two volume
compendium "Amateur Gemstone Faceting"
which came out two years ago. If you haven't
purchased his books yet, they are still available
on Ebay at a very reasonable price.

The final speaker on Thursday was Scott Sucher.
He talked about the science behind cutting and
polishing. Very interesting and very
informative. I will be paying much closer
attention to the laps that I use to avoid finding
subsurface damage done by a course lap while I
am polishing. It doesn't pay to skip laps. It's
15
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better to take your time and bring the facets in
slowly with the coarse lap. I personally rarely
use anything coarser than 280 when doing my
initial pre-forming.

life's work entitled "Gem Testing Techniques".
During his talk he mentioned that there will only
be one printing of his book and the that there
were only around 260 copies left.

Friday was day two at the Old Pueblo Lapidary
Club and it started out with Beginning Gem Cad
taught by Robert Strickland. Robert initially had
10 students for the beginning class and then 9
each students for intermediate and advanced
Gem Cad. For the most part his students seemed
to really like his class. Of course there were the
few who felt a little overwhelmed and started to
fall behind in the intermediate and advanced
classes. But I expect they will be back the next
time he teaches the classes, so they can have a
better chance of grasping the complexities of
Robert's Gem Cad program. I took his classes at
least 3 times before I started to catch on.

The next speakers were Steve and Nancy
Attaway, who talked about the economy of
gemstone cutting and re-cutting. As always they
did an amazing job of explaining the
complexities and pitfalls of re-cutting stones
belonging to others.
Our last speaker for the day was Tom Herbst
again who gave a very detailed accounting of
what he does to plan a cut in order to get the
most out of the rough. Tom has created some
very intricate contraptions to map out a piece of
rough and to create a design that best fits the
rough.
Saturday was our final day at the OPLC and
started with two talks by Dr. Arya Akhavan. He
talked about synthetic gemstones, their history,
common materials and practical basics and his
second talk went into synthetic gemstone
chemistry, cutting, color and curiosities.
He was followed by Dr. Alexander Bulatov, who
is world leader in gemstone physics and
manufacturing processes. He touched briefly on
many of the current techniques being used to
manufacture gemstones and to clean or remove
flaws from raw diamonds, on a molecular basis.
Our last speaker was Tom Herbst who talked
about his process of designing and cutting a
stone from the rough through the planning stages
to the final polishing stage.

The first speaker on Friday was Diane Eames,
our past President, who gave a talk on how she
cuts stones to be used in the jewelry trade.
Regretfully, I missed much of her talk because I
was assisting in the Introduction to Faceting
class to replace Billy Bob.
The next speaker was a real treat. Alan
Hodgkinson, from Scotland, gave a talk on how
to evaluate and identify gems without having to
take them to an appraiser. He has been giving
similar talks every year for the past 26 years at
the AGTA show and at other jewelry industry
events throughout the USA. Alan is co-author
with Dr. Hanneman of "Guide to Affordable
Gemology" and he has finally published his own

The Hob Nob came next. This is an event that
has been sponsored for many years by the Old
Pueblo Lapidary Club. Traditionally they have a
pizza dinner and a prettiest stone contest for both
natural and synthetic stones. This year, in
addition to tradition, the United States Faceters
Guild organized a speaker for their event.
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Scott Sucher returned to give an amazing talk
about the evolution of diamond cutting. He
included the evolution of the various design
shapes to present day cuts and talked about his
experiences with National Geographic channel
and their coordination with the Smithsonian
which resulted in his being locked in a vault with
the Hope Diamond.

The Hob Nob was an amazing success. They
had over 200 people in attendance. There were
about 3 gem rough dealers at the event.

I had invited 3 other dealers who were not able
to make it. Which turned out well because they
wouldn't have been able to get in and set up a
table due to lack of room and the fact that all
tables were taken by people eating pizza.
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Tourmaline Mining in
Akamkpa LGA

I had an opportunity to visit the mines today.
It's located at the heart of the Tropical
Rainforest.

Brume Jeroh

The mines is an Alluvial deposit. And most
of the Mining is carried out with typical
local farming implement like hoes, diggers,
And Shovels. No Form of Mechanization.
The Mining operation is mainly at the
Surface, just few feets deep. What we call
'Russo' locally.

Following is a reprint of a Facebook post
from Brume Jeroh – many of you know
Brume and if not, hit him up on Facebook.
He’s a great source of gem rough and
finished stones from Africa. One of my first
overseas purchase was a parcel of 32
tourmalines from him. He recently visited a
new mining site for tourmaline and was nice
enough to allow me to reprint his post in our
newsletter. When you see what it takes to
bring stones we so often take for granted to
market – I hope it makes everyone
appreciate them more! (Editor, Dan Lynch)
Rubellite/Hot pink Tourmaline Mining in
Iwuru Village, Akamkpa LGA. Cross River
State.
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I think they haven't got to the main deposit,
cos most of the material is largely cab grade
being scooped out from shallow dug pits.
The dealers then cob out the clean portions
of facet grade. Although, there are some
water worn, well rounded specimens also
found. They need more experienced hands
to work Consistently to get to the main
deposit.

At the moment, laborers from the other parts
are now allowed into the mines. So
hopefully, we should be expecting a better
production in the next few weeks.

I wish them Goodluck.
Brume
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HIGH-QUALITY
GEMSTONE FACETING
IS THE WAY OF THE
FUTURE

PRICING SEGMENTATION OF
GEMSTONES
There was a time when the status of a person was
characterized by the weight of gold hanging on
him or her. Sometimes, even now, simple gold
jewelry is sold by weight; however, wealthy
people are drawn to the refinement and the
originality of the design, the harmony and beauty
of jewelry, the perfection and the accuracy of its
craftsmanship.

By Victor Tuzlukov
The commercial realities of gem-cutting means
there is little emphasis placed on high-quality
gemstone faceting. Victor Tuzlukov discusses
why this is detrimental to the industry and its
future.

"The high price of gemstones is caused not just
by their rarity but mainly by their beauty."

Today there are not many well-faceted
gemstones on the market. Aiming to obtain as
great a carat yield as possible from an irregular
piece of rough, using various methods to squeeze
one of several classic cuts out of the gemstone
while bypassing visible inclusions at the expense
of symmetry, a gem-cutter aims to give a
gemstone a finished look.

There are four main price categories on the
market: low-quality (mass) manufacturing, highquality (luxury) industry, famous brands and
exclusive masterpieces. Prices increase by some
five to 10 times from category to category.
We live in interesting times; improvements in
faceting equipment enable us to make a
qualitative leap in gem-cutting and advance from
the level of handicrafts to art. It is no secret that
each step is not easy to undertake. One of the
biggest obstacles is the barrier in the public
consciousness.

Since each carat is real money, gem-cutters and
sellers shut their eyes to optical defects. As a
result, most gemstones that leave the hands of
these gem-cutters have a ‘window’ in which any
objects in a gemstone become visible. The area
around the window looks dark, hence it reflects
the surroundings, and the angle of the side facets
near the girdle is too big. Such an approach to
gem-cutting has become the norm.

To be precise, the step from just a ‘jewelry
insert’ that will vary from a brooch or a ring to
the high-level term ‘gemstone’ for which the
same ring will serve as a mounting underlining
its beauty and magic. In other words, the most
important aim of cutting is displaying the beauty
of a gemstone.

This is curious because the main task of a gemcutter is not to make a gemstone more beautiful
with a desire to save its weight but to make it
heavier with a desire to save its beauty; however,
the high price of gemstones is caused not just by
their rarity but mainly by their beauty – a
commercial component always prevails over
aesthetics.

In Asia, we hear about names such as Nomad,
Yavorsky, Leopard Gems and so on. In Europe,
masters from Idar-Oberstain traditionally set the
pace and they are followed in the New World by
the bright masters, among whom we find John
Dyer, Michael Dyber, Jeff White, Dalan
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Hargrave, Tomohiro Karino and Stephen
Kotlowski.

No way. It is hard to consider a face with a
squinting eye or a droopy nose charming. These
are excuses for those who don’t want or cannot
make high-quality gemstones and those for
whom it is convenient to use what the market
offers.

Brands do not appear from nothing, especially
when appearing in different parts of the world
simultaneously, and their appearance reflects
market tendencies. In this case, we can speak
about the much higher growth of prices for wellpolished gemstones in comparison with
commercially-faceted gemstones.

ADVANTAGES OF FACETING PROPERLY
No matter how convenient it is for dealers and
jewelry manufacturers to use outdated standards
to justify low-quality faceting, higher prices are
demanded for the best-quality faceting and there
are always buyers who are ready to pay more.
So what is the value of high-quality cutting?
First of all, high-quality gem cutting ensures the
perfect flatness of facet surfaces that increase a
gemstone’s ‘fire’ due to virtual prisms formed by
the facets. I have actually observed good fire
even in pieces of quartz if they are faceted with
high quality.
Fire produces inimitable sparkle – light patches
of color different from the main color of a
gemstone – and is one of the most considerable
advantages of a faceted gemstone.

Image courtesy: Dmitry Stolyarevich
When this price difference exceeds the cost of
rough losses as a result of high-quality polishing
then faceting becomes profitable. All gemstone
market participants know that it is becoming
more difficult to sell commercially-faceted
gemstones – badly polished, to put it bluntly –
and often it is becoming necessary to recut
‘barrel-shaped’ gemstones that have a bulgy
pavilion.
You may hear the following opinion: if a
gemstone is precise, symmetrical, perfect, it
becomes faceless and that some small defects are
necessary to bring the charm of peculiarity to a
gemstone. I consider that the originality of a
gemstone is a combination of material, colour,
clarity, size, polishing and optical
characteristics… but defects?

Image courtesy: Sergey Pryanechnikov
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The second advantage that is directly bound with
the first one is sharp edges between facets. When
edges such as a knife blade don’t reflect light,
the gemstone looks ‘wet’ – each facet reflects
light in its own way and the shining edges don’t
attract attention.
Thirdly, strict symmetry makes a gemstone more
harmonious and pleasant to view. One gemstone
amateur expressed it thusly, “I buy beautiful
gemstones to admire and enjoy them but when I
notice inaccuracy instead of happy contact with
the gem, I think to myself, ‘How could a
negligent gem-cutter spoil such beauty?’”
Fourthly, the main color of the gemstone is
better seen when there is no window in it as the
background doesn’t interfere with the perception.
Finally, the fifth advantage, which may influence
gemological characteristics together with the
fourth one, is the absence of a grey compound of
color appearing when light diffracts on surface
defects. This factor may increase visible color
saturation up to one grade on the Gemological
Institute of America (GIA) scale.

Sample of author’s certificate with cut grading
by Victor Tuzlukov
I used to hear, “Who needs perfect polishing and
exact meeting points? Nobody will see it
anyway!” This is not correct. The human eye is a
perfect optical instrument that sees many details
our brains don’t realize but which influence the
level of sub-consciousness to create an
impression.

The last statement needs explanation because it
is very important.
Polishing leaves scratches on the surface of a
facet comparable with the size of used abrasive.
The density of such scratches is usually high and
the surface becomes ‘glossy’ when light goes
away from it. The explanation is partial light
diffusion reflected by the uneven surface at
different angles.

It may happen that one of two similar gemstones
would not attract attention while the second is
one you would like to take in your hands and
never leave. This is the way we respond to a
gemstone’s harmony. Harmony and its
consequence – the impression – are sufficient
reasons for increasing the price.

The more the surface is uneven, the more
diffusion it produces. The surface is not lit
regularly under such deflection of light waves
because the dark surrounding objects are visible
in the light background of reflection in some
microscopic areas.

BOOSTING VALUE THROUGH BETTER
CERTIFICATION
Let’s look at the difference that faceting can
make to a gemstone’s price. At a gemstone
show, one may find wonderful pieces of citrine
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or amethyst for just US$2-US$3 per carat. The
same size, color and clarity gemstones faceted by
John Dyer, for example, will cost US$20-US$30
per carat. If the price of the first one is close to
the cost of the rough gemstone then we can
subtract it from the cost of the second one and
get the difference.

Such characteristics include gemstone shape,
proportions, symmetry and finish. The possible
variety of faceting designs provided by the shape
of the crystal or the creativity of the cutter are
not taken into consideration.
If we speak about unique faceting designs that
have nothing to do with standard forms, another
approach is needed to evaluate the quality of
gem cutting. Let’s look at an example to
understand this better.

Even if half of this amount is due to the brand
name then another half is the cost of work – this
is neither more nor less than triple the price of
the rough! Certainly, for the very expensive
gemstones, the ratio will be different, but the
cost of faceting will depend on the price of a
gemstone – it’s the charge for responsibility and
the risk of dealing with an expensive, rough
gemstone.

Some readers may be already familiar with the
trend of gem-cutting in which I took my first
steps: ‘Philosophical stone’. Its essence is
developing special, unusual faceting designs
followed by explanations that become the
bearers of philosophical ideas, creating a row of
associations in the consciousness. A gemstone
contains one or several symbols in its pattern,
either in graphical or numerological format.
These symbols provide the ‘key’ for opening the
row of associations.

Nowadays the quality of faceting is not shown in
gemstone certificates. Though GIA and other
gemstone laboratories have developed systems of
grading cuts, they prefer not to draw attention to
it as they don’t want to reduce the appeal of the
gemstone to customers. As far as I know, only
the IGE (Spanish Gemological Institute) states
the quality of faceting in its certificates.
All of us realize that the best-quality and mostexpensive gemstones that usually undergo
certification are faceted and that they are of
much lower quality than masterpieces by real
gemstone artists. It is necessary to understand the
criteria for evaluating the quality of faceting.

There is a pattern in the ‘Drop of Compassion’
gemstone. It has the shape of a wide drop limited
by spirals of the golden section from both sides.
At the bottom of the gemstone, there is a triangle
showing the way to the infinity, a point where
the selfishness of a man disappears in the Great
Compassion to all beings. Rays coming from all
sides to this point support the optical perspective.

"A gemstone contains one or several symbols in
its pattern, either in graphical or numerological
format. These symbols provide the ‘key’ for
opening the row of associations."
I will not explain the existing cut-grading
systems as readers may know them even better
than me but I would like to identify the main
principle common to all of them: cut-grading
systems are based on comparing items with
certain characteristics accepted as standard to
find deviations from the norm.
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When I make my author’s certification, I use
another system of cut grading that I have
developed myself. It does not pretend to be the
worldwide standard of tomorrow, but it is an
attempt to eliminate limitations in the shape of
the gemstone, concentrating attention on the
quality of the faceting itself. This system
examines the gemstone not as a whole but
mostly as a complex of separate pattern points,
including facets, edges and meeting points of
four or more facets.
It certainly takes account of any undesirable
optical effects produced by the faceting, such as
‘window’ and ‘extinction’, as well as the
symmetry of facets specified by the design. The
result is expressed in a 100-point scale to within
the fourth decimal digit.

Citrine ‘drop of compassion’. Image courtesy:
Dmitry Stolyarevich
From above, three descending arches symbolize
three stages that a man who has chosen this way
should come through one by one. These stages
are common for all devotees of spirit: Cognising,
Renunciation and Transformation. This is the
way of Christ, the way of Buddha, the way of all
teachers of humanity.
We can talk more about philosophy but now let’s
turn to evaluation of faceting quality by the GIA
grading system. Having the qualification of GG
– GIA Graduate Gemologist – I’ve attempted to
do this myself. There are three criteria –
brilliance, proportion and finish – and everything
is clear with two of them. We’ll examine the
most complicated one, consisting of numerous
sub-criteria (proportions).

Sample of marking by Plasmamark Technology.
Image courtesy: Sergey Pryanechnikov

The shape of the Drop of Compassion resembles
a pear but how many deviations has it from a
standard form? Ratio length/width, absence of
table facet, position of culet, wings and bulges
are a few. In short, strictly following the
approach of the GIA, I had to grade proportions
of this gemstone as Fair. The general grade
turned out to be: Excellent – Fair – Excellent.
What do you think of it?

In addition to numerical grades, I have divided
faceting into quality classes: 0-60 is
Commercial; 60-95 is Quality; 95-100 is Elite
Class. Each class is divided into three subclasses and the highest cut quality of Elite Ideal
should receive a grade of more than 99 points out
of 100 possible.
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Gem cutting of the Elite Class is almost absent
on the market today. Not because there is no one
who buys it but because of the high price. Most
markets, including jewelry, have niches for
products of different price categories that may
look almost the same.

The weak point of certification is the
impossibility of proving that a certificate belongs
to a certain gemstone, especially where standard
cutting is concerned. Photos in the certificates
are not appropriate for identification as well as to
confirm dimensions and carat weight. Hence, an
almost invisible mark that does not cause any
damage to the gemstone and does not influence
its gemological characteristics may become the
most convenient means for identification of a
certified gemstone.

The compliance of a gemstone with any one
quality class may be proved by traditional
methods – reports and certificates – as well as
uncommon ones like marking the surface of a
gemstone. This technology has been developed
by our specialists recently. Unlike other methods
such as the ForeverMark, in which a part of the
surface is graphitized by the ion beam then
etched to leave a relief image, particles of plasma
in our technology penetrate into the surface layer
of the gemstone to leave the surface undamaged.
This process simply changes the optical density
locally. Therefore, the reflective index is
changed, and the image becomes visible when
the facet reflects light from an external source.
The brightness of the mark depends on the
plasma activity – it may vary from visible to
almost invisible, meaning it can be seen only by
breathing on the surface.

What is left to say in conclusion? Evolution is
inexorable. We may ignore its laws or even try to
move against them, but we won’t withstand long
in the conditions of tough competitive fighting
on the developing market; however, a player of
foresight takes into consideration these laws and
forecasts further market trends. We live in a
unique time when all faceting conditions have
matured. Today there are not many well-faceted
gemstones on the market but tomorrow,
gemstones with the highest cut-quality will
occupy a market niche.
I dare say that those who are brave enough to
pursue quality in faceting and grading will make
history.
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stone. Your retina will thank you for being
gentle.

Paths to Excellence
By John Bailey
https://gemstoneartist.com

Lighting a stone so a facet is in full-reflection of
a light source can blind us to the finer features
we’re trying to detect on the facet. This Ametrine
looks fine from this angle:

Although I don’t do competition faceting, people
often ask how they can improve the things on
which competitions are judged, mainly meets
and polish. What I think they’re really asking for
is a map of the pathway to excellence.
We get good at whatever we measure. So, the
first step is to define what “excellence” you’re
measuring. If this is a contest, how is it judged?
The first time I heard the expression “faceting
competition”, I imagined a row of guys sitting
behind hot-rod machines, waiting for the startwhistle to see who could finish cutting a design
first.

But, if we shift the angle just a bit (away from
the glare), we’ll see there are actually some
pretty ugly scratches on it:

If you’re measuring speed, you want an accurate
clock. But, faceting competition isn’t about
speed; it’s usually about precision, meets, and
polish.
So, the important thing is to be able to measure –
or at least compare. And, this is the real trick in
faceting: We don’t have a “polish meter” or an
electronic digital “meets tester” to just measure
the polish or meets and give us a score – or tell
us how to improve.
This means the first challenge is the faceters
ability to detect the things they want to improve.
And, assessing quality of meets and polish is a
whole skill in itself. There are specific tools and
techniques, and it takes time and practice to
become proficient with them.

Blinding glare also obfuscates facet junctions. It
can make the glaring facet appear longer than it
is, resulting in under-polished meets. Or, it can
make the adjacent meets appear shorter than they
are, resulting in over-polishing them.

The main beginner mistake with oxide polishes
is – too much polish on the lap. And, the main
beginner mistake with quality control is – too
much light on the stone (or facet). You don’t
need or want a 100 watt bulb to check your

The second common mistake made by newer
faceters is poor magnification. This includes low
quality, cheap-o loupes, dirty optivisors, and
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poor loupe technique. Make sure you get a goodquality loupe like a nice Belomo 10x. Keep
optivisors clean. And, learn the right way to hold
and focus the loupe.

My Dad was a NASA engineer. So, I grew up
enjoying things like music, photography, martial
arts, firearms, aviation, and later, faceting. In
each of these disciplines, all of the top
professionals I know have three things in
common:

Nobody can create sharp meets or crisp polish by
making corrections based on an image like this:

1. They never get bored with the fundamentals.
In fact, they remain fascinated enough with the
small details that they will repeat them almost
infinitely – and NOT in a rote manner, but with
rapt attention and full care, every time.
2. They approach that infinite practice of
fundamentals in a serious and very structured
way – but also an enjoyable one. They have the
skill of finding (or installing) playful novelty in
every repetition.
The best instructors of these disciplines might
even talk about “disguising repetition” - both for
their students and in their own practice.

It’s important to learn how to focus the loupe
well – and to know where you have it focused.
Many a faceting hour has been wasted chasing
“scratches” like these:

3. They manage to do the first two things
through the third: They self-assign challenging
projects – from the experimental to the
repetitive. And, if you examine the works of any
artistic master carefully, you will find the
evidence of this.
Competition faceting is a good excuse to commit
to such projects. But, it’s not necessary (or
desirable) to wait for a competition to apply the
approach. Masters become masters by applying
the approach – by holding the competition (with
themselves) - all the time.
Start with a metric a metric to focus on. It can be
time, polish, meets – or something more
complex, like best presentation of bicolor
material. Every step and aspect of the art lends
itself to detailed, playful – and repetitious
exploration. Ask yourself some questions:

(Rutile needles INSIDE the stone)
Deciding what to measure and getting good at
measuring it is almost half the battle of moving
toward excellence. Then, comes the discipline
part...

• Given a design to cut, how small can you cut
it?
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of the artists I’ve ever studied – used this
approach to achieve their excellence.

• How quickly can you cut it?
• What are the different possible ways to
sequence the design, both in cutting and in
polishing?
• How does each way of sequencing affect the
final precision?

“Excellence is the Result of Caring more than
others think is wise, risking more than others
think is Safe, Dreaming more than others think is
Practical, and Expecting more than others think
is Possible.”
― Ronnie Oldham

• How does each way of sequencing affect the
time required to do the cut?

May you care, risk, dream, and expect more.
And, may that bring you the excellence you
desire.

It’s easy to come up with lots of experiments.
And, if you do them with curiosity, you’ll
progress very rapidly. No matter the discipline,
all the best performers I have ever met – and all

John Bailey
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Tips from the 2017 USFG
Single Stone Competition
Winners

rough the stone, I usually leave 2mm and then
use # 800 fine grinding, #800 I leave 0.8-1.0mm
remaining, and finally with # 4000 disc prepolished with precision meet point, I complete
the pavilion in about 6-8 hours.

Novice Winner
Daniel Hu

Diamond plates often have uneven scratches but
using the plate for a long time gradually loses its
roughness. Therefore, I developed my own
method, using the coating mixed with different
proportions of metal and diamond powder,
making it suitable for grinding gem lap, "Dream
Lap."
D Lap has many advantages. The best thing is
that it can maintain a uniform surface with the
same cutting force. With the traditional diamond
plate # 1200, there will still be scattered uneven
scratches, and its crashed fragments will impact,
resulting in uneven ridgelines. D Lap from # 500
rough grinding solves this problem.

I am very happy to lead my students in 2017
SSC Novice Competition, and we achieved
extremely good results. In the challenge, in order
to cut the perfect stone and gain experience to
guide my students, I cut seven stones, which
allowed me to learn more about setting the gem
size and TCP.

Another satisfying advantage is that it can
drastically reduce consumption. As the diamond
powder on the disk is surrounded by the
polymer, the diamond powder will not be
detached from the surface of the lap because the
physical impact stress is greater than that of the
diamond powder during friction with the stone.

The first step to set the size. The stone section
has a simple, symmetrical appearance. As long
as the success of the 90-degree girdles is set
accurately, we can say that we have already
achieved 40% success. Setting the size is the
most important step before polishing, and it is
the most time-consuming, taking up to 3-4 hours
to complete the pre-polishing step.

D Lap allows the polymer to be uniformly
consumed with the diamond powder and
maintains consistent cut particle size over the
entire service life. This will allow us to get a
more accurate view of the amount of cutting and
grinding at each stage and estimate the amount
of reserve for the next stage.
This is a big help for cutting stones more
efficiently and accurately, and all the laps I use
right now before polishing are D Laps (#120,
#500, #800, #4000).

The second part focuses on the reservation of the
meet point. Because we use our self-developed
laps, there is a great advantage in cutting the
traditional diamond plate. Therefore, # 500
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The third part of the polishing is using #150000
diamond powder with diamond oil. The # 4000
D Lap is equivalent to #15000 diamond prepolishing effect, so the polishing process is just
makes the surface more brighter and smoother.
The #150000 diamond powder with tin lap will
be able to meet the requirements of polishing,
and the process takes about 3-4 hours.

Pre-Master Winner
Michael Noetzel
How long did it take you to cut your stone?
About 3-months working 10-12 hours per week

The original machine I used was the Graves
mark 5XL, but since I was unable to buy enough
to meet the demand of students, I started
developing the faceting machine when D Lap
was ready to start selling.

How many attempts did you make?
Only made one attempt on this stone. Initially I
only had a single piece of spinel available to me.
I didn't know where else to get any except for
Ebay and the one piece they had was severely
cracked, although I was able to pull out a single
piece that was large enough to meet the
parameters of the competition size limits.

In the 2018 competition, we will use our own
equipment to prove the superiority of our
equipment and faceting skill.
In 2017 SSC Novice, I wait until after all the
students had completed the competition, then
making a total of about 22 hours to complete. I
hope everyone can gain something from this
experience. In the future, I will also set up an
accurate gemstone cutting center in Taiwan and
the rest of Asia and lead more gemstone-loving
people into this rewarding career.

What machine do you use? Facetron
What laps do you use and what was your
process?
I start with a ritual cleaning of my work area and
smudging of the machine, tools, laps and the
30
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stone, followed by 2 or 3 days of studying the
cutting diagram and visualizing all the cuts and
their order. This first step is performed with great
reverence for the stone I am about to spend a
great deal of time with in the coming weeks and
months. Cutting laps are solid steel Crystalite
starting at 260, then 600, then 1200, and I cut A
LOT off with my 3000 grit before moving onto
polish. Polish starts with Black Voodoo 14K on
a BA5T lap followed by Pandimonium 60K on a
Batt lap, then 100K Pandimonium on a Matrix
Lap, followed by 200K Pandimonium mixed
with some secret sauce on a Crystalite ceramic
lap.

faceter and each different design will challenge
you in different ways.

What would you tell someone entering in your
category you won to help them?
I spend an inordinate amount of time slowly
working my way through each cutting lap and
pre-polish to lay a foundation that eventually
gets its final polish. I cut very few stones but
love the process of reaching for as perfect a stone
as I can produce. I spend literally days on each
facet with the final polish. Use a single bare light
bulb at a low angle to highlight scratches and
work very hard at eliminating contamination. I
use very little pressure so as not to generate a lot
of heat and my Facetron is set to the absolute
slowest speed it has (even true of much of my
cutting). Most people will not spend months on a
single stone but that is what I do. I will work for
an hour or two each night that I have the time
and patience to sit at my machine and I pick
away at the job only when I feel good about
sitting there. If I am aggravated, I will not touch
the stone for fear of losing focus.

Master Winner
The USFG faceting competition 2017 –
a personal perspective
Clemens Schwarzinger
Dear fellow faceters, I was asked to make a
contribution to this issue and tell you about my
experience with the single stone faceting
competition. Well, let me start by introducing
myself: I am 44 years old, live in Austria,
married with two children. During the day I am
professor for chemistry at the University of Linz
but at nights I am one of those addicts …

Anyone thinking about entering the competition
I would advise them to submit the very best
stone they can; as if this was the last stone you
will ever cut and that it will be used to represent
you for the next 100 years (philosophy borrowed
from the Shakers when they made their
furniture). You will receive back constructive
criticism that will help you become a better

Collecting minerals, especially gem crystals, has
been a passion throughout my life but I never
had an interest to collect facetted stones.
However, cutting was always a thing I wanted to
try. So finally, about 5 years ago I bought a
faceting machine and tried my hands on a self31
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collected quartz point and gave it a round
brilliant cut and last year I founded my company
Clemens Schwarzinger Gemstones e.U.
(www.csgemstones.com). I never had anybody
who showed me how to use a faceting machine
(we don´t have any clubs here in Austria) so I
had to figure out most things by myself and use
the internet, mainly Facebook. To my surprise
the faceting community was very open and
friendly and whoever I asked any questions
about laps, polishes and so on people gave my
good hints and openly discussed their technical
secrets. I developed some skills, made friends
with intentionally renowned faceters and it was
Victor Tuzlukov who talked me into
participating in a competition. He said if you
want to improve seek the advice of judges who
will point out where your weak spots are so that
you can work on them. And this is how the story
began.

ran into the girdle (remember what I said about
the 0.1 mm?), see Fig. 1. You all know what that
means, back to the start, cut the crown again and
keep the girdle within the allowed margin of
error. Well it worked more or less, but I knew
that this corner of the stone was not a perfect
meetpoint. Nevertheless, I decided to send the
stone overseas because I wanted to learn how
professional judges would evaluate my work
(Fig. 2).

I found the USFG competition home page in
summer 2017 and that they had a design for
topaz, my favorite mineral! So I decided to aim
high and try my luck in the Masters category,
although the design gave me some headaches.
Finally, I decided to start with the girdle and
measure the ratio of the girdle facets (I am still
wondering if there is a more straight forward and
easy way) and started cutting my piece of clear
topaz from Magama, Nigeria. Meet points were
not my major concern, as it is easy to see if they
are in or out, but the dimensions, especially the
girdle of 0.3 mm gave me some headache – even
if I measure them correctly it is not guaranteed
that my caliper matches that of the judges and
let´s be honest: 0.1 mm is not much room for
mistakes. The pavilion did not give me any
problems, cutting with 600, pre-polishing 8k
diamond, and finally polishing with 100k
diamond. Transferring, cutting the crown, prepolishing, all went well until (of course) the very
last facet. Working until the early morning hours
might sound like a good idea to get things done
but your concentration definitely fades. I used a
wrong index and here you go a ghost facet that

Fig. 1. The crown of the topaz at pre-polishing
stage showing the misplaced facet.
The result came in late autumn, my stone and a
report saying: … the polish is perfect, there are
two meet points out… 99.63 points. I could not
really believe this result – maybe I
misunderstood the judges sheet – how can one
get such a result on the first ever competition?
And an even larger surprise was to follow the
day before Christmas, a letter from the USFG
with congratulations on winning the Master
category 2017 – wow. I am very honored and
grateful and like to thank everybody involved in
this competition for doing such a great job and
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enabling us faceters to try our hands on
challenges such as this.

Fig. 3. Me in front of part of my mineral
collection.

I was also asked to give you an insight on the
equipment I am using, so here you are. My
faceting machine is a Facetron, I used a Hyper
Edge 600 lap for cutting, a Hyper Edge 8k for
pre-polishing and a BATT lap with 100k
diamond spray for polishing. For sure there are
many other options to reach the goal but this
combination has served me well for many stones,
especially the softer ones.

Grand Master Winner
The Entry That Almost Wasn’t
Jim Clark

When I was asked to write something about my
experience with competition cutting I was, at
first, reluctant. I had decided, because of family
medical issues, not to cut for the 2017 SSC. As
things started to improve in late July, and the
entry date was extended, I decided to give it a
go. Especially since this was a design by Jeff
Ford, a dear friend.

Fig. 2. 7 ct Topaz from Magama, Nigeria cut in
the Shining Beauty design.

I had cut the design before, but never for
competition. I had plenty of CZ on hand so dived
in. Now, my philosophy about competition
cutting may be very different from most. My
sole goal when cutting a competition stone is to
cut the very best stone I can possibly cut. Time
spent has NO relevance. If I have to recut, re
polish, or re anything to produce a better stone as
outlined on the pattern sheet, so be it. I’m
striving to improve my skills.
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the facets down to a girdle thickness of just
under .4 using 3000 on a Batt. I then started at
the girdle line with my polish using 200k on a
ceramic lap, and polished all of the Crown
facets, making sure all the meet points were as
close to perfect as I could get them. At this point
I put on my 45 degree table adapter and cut the
table using the 600, then pre-polished with 3000
and final polished with 200k. Ta Da!! Finished.

My first goal is to develop a “true” center point.
Not just “A” center point, but a true center point
that is centered along the axis line of the dop.
This will help me accomplish my second goal
which is to establish a level girdle line and size
the stone. From there it is just a matter of cutting
the facets.
Because of the irregular shape of the rough, I
used a 270 sintered lap to rough in the shape. I
then used a 600 sintered lap and cut the entire
pavilion to within .4mm of the desired size. I
then moved to a 3000 diamond spray (Italdo) on
a Batt lap for my pre-polish, cutting to within
.1mm of the desired size. Everything looked fine,
so was ready for the final polish. At that point
had to quit due to worsening health issues, so
stone sat idle on the dop for quite a while.

Time for the fates to intervene. It should be
known that I use a Facetron – that I dearly love.
When I pre-polish or polish I remove the splash
bowl. While checking meet points I got in a
hurry and inadvertently bumped my stone into
the edge of a ceramic lap – which is much harder
than my stone. Messed up a number of facets.
Rookie mistake!!! This necessitated a redo of the
pre-polish and polish of the entire crown.

By mid August things had improved enough to
resume the process, and I started polishing with
200k on a ceramic lap. That is my go to combo
for polishing CZ. I finished my polish a few days
later and started cutting the crown, again using a
600 sintered lap. After transfer I chain cut A,B,C
and D to check my alignment and establish a
level girdle. It required a small cheater change to
establish the level girdle line. I went around a
couple of times to be sure it was level. I cannot
emphasize strongly enough how important it is
to establish a level girdle! Once level (and
cheater set) I used 600 to cut all the crown facets
to a girdle thickness of .5. Then I pre-polished all

Sigh. Ultimately it all worked out. I guess the
best thing to take away from this is pay attention
and don’t get discouraged when mistakes
happen. They will!
A few things I would stress to all cutters:
Always establish a true center point.
Be sure your girdle is level.
Take your time! Enjoy the journey.
Use mistakes as learning opportunities.
Don’t get discouraged. Even experienced
faceters encounter problems.
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United States Faceters Guild

2018 Single Stone Competition
Announcement

It’s that time of year! The time you’ve all been waiting for. In the following pages you fill find patterns
for our 2018 competition, along with cutting thoughts and tips for each, entry information, and the full
competition rules.
Good Luck and Happy Cutting All!
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Each annual USFG Single Stone Competition will have a separate design for each of the 4
classes of skill level: Novice; Pre-Master; Master; and Grand Master. Each design will
have a specification sheet that includes the 4-view plan, cutting instructions, material type,
and dimension limits. The annual USFG Single Stone Competition offers awards and
certification for certain scores in each of the 4 skill level classes. Below outlines the
minimum required scores to be eligible for certification, awards, and moving up to the next
class.

The USFG Board and Competition Committee will determine new designs each year. The
SSC Rules have been changed slightly, so they are printed in the following pages and
you may also review them on the website. www.usfacetersguild.org
In the USFG Single Stone Competition, the Stone Handler will code each stone before it is
sent to the appropriate judge. The judge will score your stone using your special code and
return to the Stone Handler. The Stone Handler will apply the score to each stone,
recording the cutter’s name, score, city, and state/country. This information will be
provided to the USFG Board and then published to website, newsletter, etc. The Stone
Handler may take pictures of the winning stones; these pictures will become the property
of USFG and may be used in publications. Once approved by the USFG Board, the
certificates and awards will be produced and mailed to those eligible cutters. A cutter’s
stone may be disqualified by the Board if it does not qualify under the Rules. A
disqualification or a score can be protested with a letter or email to the USFG Board or
the Stone Handler, as explained in the official rules.
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2018 Novice Stone – Yggdrasil
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Comments on the Yggdrasil
by Tom Mitchell
The material to be used is the choice of the cutter. The width of the stone measured from the 96 to the 48
positions or from the 24 to the 72 positions, which are meet points, should be 12 mm +/- 0.5 mm. The
girdle should be 0.5 mm +/- 0.3 mm.
This is a very simple design and should be easy to cut. It was originally intended to be used for Peridot.
It was then converted for a Pyrope garnet (RI 1.72) but it will work with materials from Quartz to Rutile
(RI 1.54 to 2.62) with no changes. You can use whatever material you feel most comfortable with.
The areas that may pose the most challenge are the pavilion facets which are large and may be harder to
polish and keep flat, plus the C3 and table facets, because of the low angle of the C3 facets, it makes them
difficult to bring in evenly and to make them meet properly with the table facet.
The girdle should be 0.5 mm +/- 0.3 mm. The girdle cannot be a knife edge. A girdle of 0.5 mm is
approximately 0.019685 or rounded to 0.020 thousands and with an error of up to 0.3 mm the girdle can
be up to 0.031496 or rounded to 0.031 thousands or it can be as little as 0.002625 or rounded to 0.003
thousands. Spark plug feeler gauges are available in most of these sizes. I recommend the wire gauge
style. Also, engineering pencil leads can be obtained that are 0.5 mm to 0.7 mm. Of course it is best if
you can get the girdle facets as close as possible to 0.3 mm or 0.011811 rounded to 0.012 thousands. This
is the size you will eventually be aiming for as you progress to Pre-Master, Master and Grand Master
divisions.
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Pre-Master Stone – Trottola
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2018 USFG SSC Pre-Master Cutting Remarks
When I first learned that “Trottola” by Marco Voltolini was going to be the 2018 USFG Pre-Master
design, I was intrigued. The pattern seemed very familiar to me.
A little research and I soon found out why. The United Kingdom
Facet Cutters Guild (UKFCG), of which I am a member, had
recently announced that the same pattern, albeit under a deferent
name, was their choice for the 2018 UKFCG REGULAR
COMPETITION.
This really sparked my interest and a little further research showed
that the pavilion is VERY similar to at least two previous designs.
One by Fred Van Sant in 64 index and one by Evan Williams in 96
index. Those of you who have access to Data-Vue or
facetdiagrams.org can look up numbers 07.105 and 07.113 and see
the patterns. Also, Marco’s crown was of interest. It is radial
symmetry.
The plan view of a radial design cut using a clockwise index gear WILL NOT look like the same design
cut using a counter-clockwise index gear. This can be very confusing to new cutters, or any cutter for that
matter, not familiar with this concept. Just be very mindful of which index gear you have, which pattern
sheet you have (pattern for CW or CCW), as well as where your next target meet point is. The USFG has
decided that either Plan View will be acceptable for this year’s competition.
I had not cut any YAG in a long time so I decided to cut this design and see what happens. The only
YAG that I had was emerald green in color. A little darker than I would normally use for a competition
stone but ya use what ya got. Now, the cutting order is not the same on all the patterns for this pavilion so
I will just say how I cut it. I looked up YAG to refresh my memory on the RI and hardness. I had
forgotten how hard it is, but that’s good for me. I started with a 600 sintered lap and cut 96,24,48,72 to a
center point at 41.50 degrees. I then cut the same indexes at 90 degrees to get a level girdle and to size my
stone. I believe this is the simplest way to accomplish several goals(1) establish a center point along the
axis of the dop,(2) establish a level girdle line around the stone, and (3) establish the size of the stone (
leaving enough material for pre-polish and polish). I then cut the remainder of the tier one facets to the
center point. The corner facets at 90 degrees were next. Tier 4 at 60 degrees was next to complete the
pavilion to 600 grit. I then pre-polished all the pavilion and girdle facets using 3000 diamond on a Batt.
The girdle was pre-polished to .1mm shy of my target width. I used 100,000 diamond spray on a ceramic
lap for my final polish and it looked great. I normally use 200,000 Italdo diamond spray on ceramic for
my final polish but I had some 100k and it worked.
After transfer, I most always have to adjust my radial dial indicator (cheater) slightly to get a level girdle.
My normal method of doing this is to use a 600 sintered lap and chain cut the first tier of crown facets
around the stone then check. Make any adjustments needed then go back around and check. I do this until
the girdle is level. In this case I cut A@96, E@12and84, A@24 and 72, E@36 and 60, A@48. I made a
slight adjustment to the cheater and then cut in the opposite order back around. Girdle was level. Now I
know this sounds like a lot of work to some, but it really doesn’t take long once you make it part of your
routine. I then cut to a girdle thickness of .6mm using the 600 grit. I also cut tiers B and C to meet points
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using 600. I pre-polished in the same order using 3000 on a Batt to a girdle thickness of .4mm. Then
polished in the same order with 100k on a ceramic, to a final girdle thickness of .3. Cutting the table
requires removing the dop from the quill, thus it was cut last. After installing the 45 degree table adapter
and readjusting the radial dial indicator (cheater that I adjusted after transfer) I installed the dop and cut,
pre-polished and polished the table using the same laps and grits as before.
WOW, surprise, surprise. I must have done things right. The table meet points meet. No adjustment
necessary. I did however, have to make slight adjustments to the top of the E tier facets to make that meet
point. This was noted by the author on the diagram. He is right.
In summation, this design is quick and a pleasure to cut as long as you keep in mind that it is a radial
design and that your plan view may vary. Also, there are only 9 meet points on the pavilion and 8 of
those are on the GIRDLE line. So, how important is the LEVEL GIRDLE LINE? Very! I found that
YAG was very easy to work with and polished well. The piece that I chose is darker than I would
normally use for competition but the ladies that have seen it so far all really like it. Oh well, what do I
know? I can say that if anyone is looking to certify as a pre-master, here’s your chance.
Jim Clark
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Master Stone - Winters Grasp
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Cutting comments for Winter's Grasp:
by Jeff Treesfeld
The material for this stone is CZ any color.
Width: 10 mm +/- 0.1 mm
Girdle: 0.3 mm +/- 0.1 mm.
This stone will be partially judged on L/W ratio which is 1.259 with the width measured from facets 48 to
96. A deviation in the length, based on the L/W ratio, of more than +/- 0.1 mm will result in a penalty.
This gem is a joy to cut. It is challenging and at the same time rewarding, a fitting Master Class gem. I
cut this gem in Ruby colored CZ.
I treated P1 and all the girdles as a CAM preform. I took the preform all the way through pre-polish in
order to create the most accurate CAM style girdle outline possible. I calibrated the width and length to
the required dimensions all the way to 8000 grit. Most of my CZ cuts use a 320-600-1200-3000-800050000 grit sequence (No skipping grits to ensure a great finish polish). Although I started out in the
cutting sequence listed, I decided to change up the listed sequence through cutting, pre-polish, and
polish in order to use a more "level the girdle first" strategy.
After setting a fine CAM pre-polish girdle pattern, I used the following facet order:
P4, P3, P2, P5, P6, then re-cut of P1 all the way through 8000 grit.
I also worked P1 sequence from the P4 meets outward toward the P6 in both directions.
Then, I added P7 with a 3000, prepolish, and polished off all of the facets.
This insured an accurate meet-point strategy throughout the cut.
The crown proceeded with the listed sequence, and the gem finished off nicely, No problems!
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Grand Master Stone - Kiev Triangle
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Cutting the Kiev Triangle in feldspar:
by Jeff Theesfeld
Material: Feldspar (including Moonstone, Orthoclase, and Labradorite)
Width:
12 mm +/- 0.1 mm.
Girdle:
0.3 mm +/- 0.1 mm
This stone will be judged partially on L/W ratio of 1.056 with the width measured from facet 48 to meet
point 96. A deviation in the length, based on the L/W ratio, of more than +/- 0.1 mm will result in a
penalty.
The Kiev Triangle was one of the gems included in the 2007 North American Faceting Challenge
(NAFC). Because of this, a CAM preform design is included on the USFG Single Stone Competition
homepage. I used this preform to set an exact girdle outline and calibrate the size of the gem.
I started with a piece of New Mexico sunstone rough only slightly over the required size. Thus, I had
very little material to remove from this gem. As such, I started cutting with a newer 1200 grit lap. I also
did this to minimize any subsurface damage near the final facet locations. That meant there were only
going to be 2 laps used for this cut, my 1200 grit pre-polish lap, and my Cerium oxide final polish lap.
I “preformed” my rough using the CAM preform. I left plenty of material for the pre-polish. Once I had
the girdle pattern I was happy with, I cut in the pavilion break facets and leveled the girdle. (Note: I could
have polished the girdle and pavilion break facets at this time, and I wished I had) The hardest part of this
design is getting the corner triangle facets nice and level with the rest of the girdle. If that is not done to
perfection, errors will multiply rapidly.
I was somewhat surprised at how well the fine corner edge facets snuck into place, but there is a
significant challenge to get all the meets just right. My strategy was to make the 1200 pre-polish meets as
perfect as possible, to allow only one fine polish step. This was difficult, and the final result was having
to re-cut some facets with 1200 grit, then re-polish. Although this worked, my final size came in just
under the 12mm +/- 0.1 mm requirement. It turned out 11.88 mm, so beware of this issue and avoid it
with pre-planning.
I was able to follow all listed sequences, but no matter what I did, I had to tweek most of the meets on the
corner facets. I also had to account for softer and harder factets around the gem. I would think this is not
uncommon for so many small, fine facets.
This will prove to be a very challenging design to cut for this competition. I believe cutting and polishing
this design in soft feldspar, for this competition, will prove to be much more difficult to finish, than it did
in 2007, in a harder material like CZ.
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To participate in the Annual USFG Single Stone Competition, you must be a current
member. If you are a non-member, you can send a complete membership application
with payment of dues with your stone, mailed to the Stone Handler.
Your stone must be placed in a 1-1/8” diameter round plastic gemstone container. Mail
this stone container, entry fee, signed entry form, additional 6” x 9” bubble protected
envelope with your return address, return postage and insurance for the return of the
stone and scoring material by the Stone Handler. Failure to include any of these items
may result in disqualification. If a stone is determined to be pre-judged or faceted by
another cutter, the USFG Board may at any time declare the stone disqualified and
remove award/certification.
When a Judge receives your stone, it is assumed to be perfect and starts with a score of
100 points. The Judge will view each facet on your stone to determine any errors which
will subtract points from your beginning score of 100. The Judges use an Official Score
Sheet to record each anonymous stone. This score sheet has 11 areas of importance to
be reviewed and scored.
The first 7 areas of importance deal with judging the quality of facets and polish. Areas 1
through 7 are scored at .25, .50, or 1 full point depending on the level of severity of error
for each facet. The method of evaluation assigns .25 (1/4) point if Barely Visible with 10X,
.50 (1/2) point if Easily Visible with 10X, and 1 full point if Way Out with the use of a 10X
loupe or if visible using the naked eye: 1. Scratch or inclusion that comes to surface; 2.
Pitting or inclusions that surface and/or foreign matter on surface that will not wipe off
(wax, epoxy, etc.); 3. Grooved facets or herringbone effect in quartz; 4. Flat facet and
sharp edges; 5. Facet uniformity; 6. Meet points at 4 or more facets (meet points with
less than 4 facets are not scored); 7. Chips on edges (line between facets).
The next 4 areas of importance deal with judging how well a cutter has recreated the
design shape and measurements as listed on the diagram. Areas 8 through 11 are scored
with a 3 point “OUT” error per stone for each area of importance: 8. Girdle uniformity
(each girdle facet is the same shape, and has the correct girdle thickness); 9. Stone is
“OUT” if not within design length-to-width (L/W) ratio limits; 10. Stone width is “OUT” if
not within width limits; 11. Stone is “OUT” if not within girdle thickness limits.
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Please include a signed copy of this form with your stone, entry fee, and return packaging.
You are required to provide return postage and a 6” x 9” bubble padded envelope or box
for stone return. Please use a 1-1/8” clear stone cup for your stone. Failure to pay for
return postage will result in your stone not being judged or returned. See website for
details regarding cost for foreign postage. You may pay your return postage via Paypal.
Name
Address
City, State, ZIP, Country
Phone
email
Entry Class
(circle one) ]

Novice

PreMaster

Master

Grand Master

Entry Fee
(US funds)

**FREE**

**FREE**

$25

$25

Stone Data

Stone Size, mm

Stone Color

Stone Species

Stone Weight

Faceting Machine
used?

What is your USFG
Certification Level?
(circle) ]

_______________

Novice
PreMaster
Master
Grand Master

Have you ever
participated in the
Australian IFC?
(circle) ]

Yes
No

Signature* / Date: ____________________________________________________________________
*Your signature indicates you accept the Rules & Conditions of USFG competition, and that you hold
harmless the USFG, Judges, and Staff from any liability due to the loss or damage to your stone.
Mail stones to: Stone Handler:
Ernie Hawes
6800 Luella Anne Dr. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
ERNIEHAWES@msn.com
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The most common questions about the USFG Single Stone Competition:
1. This is a closed competition; cutters must be current members of the USFG. For nonmembers or former members, membership application/fees/renewals may be submitted
with the cutter’s entry or online at https://usfacetersguild.org/become-a-member/
2. This is a single stone event. Cutters may not enter multiple stones and/or classes.
3. Cutters may not enter stones in classes below prior certifications levels.
4. If you have competed in the IFC, you must compete in the Grand Master Class.
5. If you are certified in the Grand Master Class, you must continue to compete in the
Grand Master class.
Entry deadline is August 30, 2018. Stones must be received at the stone handler by that
date.
PLEASE! When filling out the entry form be sure to PRINT LEGIBLY! This information is used
when we mail your stones and medals or certificates. We want to be sure you get them!
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United States Faceters Guild
Competition Rules and Judging Criteria
USFG - Single Stone Competition

USFG SSC Rules
Updated 2018
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Introduction to United States Faceters Guild
Single Stone Competition (SSC) Rules
This document will outline the Rules used to govern the United States Faceters Guild (USFG) Single Stone
Competition (SSC). Any USFG Single Stone Competition will be established and governed by the USFG
Board (Board, BOD, or board) and it’s USFG Competition Committee. Anytime the term Competition
Committee or committee is used, it means the Competition Committee established by the USFG Board.
USFG Competition Committee Staff – Used to mean Competition Committee in this document and any
and all Appendix to the Rules or attachments, as approved by the Board. A committee formed to organize,
supervise, and facilitate the faceting competitions of the USFG each year. The Committee shall be
composed of a minimum of six (6) committee Staff members, who may or may not be Board members, or
even a member of USFG, subject to Board approval. If during any year the Board cannot find a minimum
of six (6) members to serve as Staff on the Competition Committee, then no USFG competition will be
offered the next year.
•

At least one of the Competition Committee members shall be a USFG Certified Master Cutter. If a
master cutter cannot be found each year, the Board may waive this requirement.

•

The Competition Committee members are not required to be current or past members of the Board.

•

Any committee members not on the USFG Board shall hold the status of Advisory Committee
Member serving the USFG Board.

•

The USFG Competition Committee shall be responsible for the organization and implementation of
all USFG single stone cutting competitions.

•

The USFG Board shall have oversight responsibility over the action and activities of the USFG
Competition Committee

The Competition Committee Staff will be established by the USFG Board “ideally” consisting of a
minimum of 6 with the following skills and/or responsibility:
•

USFG President - acting as Chairman of the Committee who has the option to assign that
responsibility to another member of the committee, with Board approval. The Board will authorize
the Chairman to hold a competition each year and approve the designs and publications offered in
e-mail, newsletters, website, Facebook, and any other authorized forms of communication.

•

Stone Handler – a Staff person responsible for handling the delivery of stones to and from the
cutters and judges; oversee the creation and publication of competition paperwork that goes out to
members/cutters, judges and back to the cutters; collect and report scoring data to Board, and once
approved, publish it to the membership and the public; oversee the Staff involved in the distribution
of awards and certificates; and any other duties assigned by the Board.
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•

Award/Certificate Staff – person or persons who will process the award metals and certificates to
the cutters, as confirmed by the Board.

•

Judging Staff – a person or persons who are actively judging SSC Competition, who has achieved
an SSC certified skill level of Master or above, or a World Class cutter approved by the Board. This
person(s) should be a member of USFG, but not required if approved by the Board each year. This
person will provide input to the committee from the perspective of a master cutter and the experience
of a SSC judge.

•

Facet Diagram Design Staff – a person or persons experienced in cutting competition, and who
design diagrams for flat and/or concave facets. This Staff person(s) should be a USFG member, but
if not, must be approved by Board each year. This person(s) will work with the committee to
evaluate stone designs that work best at skill levels for Novice, Pre-Master, Master, and
Grandmaster classifications, in either flat or concave facet competition. The designs will first be
approved by the committee and then by the Board.

•

Novice Competition Staff – a Staff person who achieved the Novice cutter certification level during
the prior year’s SSC competition. This person to provide input to the committee from the perspective
of a beginning level cutter. This position will be replaced each year.

•

Pre-Master Competition Staff – a Staff person who achieved the Pre-Master cutter certification
level during the prior year’s SSC competition. This person to provide input to the committee from
the perspective of a more experienced advanced cutter. This position will be replaced each year.

•

Board Member/Instructor Staff – a member of the Board who has experience teaching faceting
at both the beginner and advanced skill level. This Staff person to provide input to the committee
from an instructor’s perspective and one who can share the goals and views of the Board.
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Rules and Information
1.0 Introductory Guidelines
1.1 Committee Responsibilities - To run an orderly and professional competition, both the competitors and
the judges must abide by the same rules. Both should study these rules thoroughly and understand their
respective responsibilities to comply with them. These rules are constructed to assist the Novice up through
Grand Master cutter to understand, promote skills, and give guidance to technical competition cutting, and
judging thereof.
1.2 Gender - In this document all cutters (faceters), judges, and various support persons will be described
in a non-gender specific manner.
1.3 Scoring - All scoring described is based upon a perfect score of 100 points. Some competitions will
express the score as a percentage. For the sake of consistency in this document, scoring will be expressed
as percentage (less the % sign) scored out of a possible of 100 points.
2.0 Purpose of Competition
2.1 We acknowledge that some cutters compete for the honor of winning, that others prefer to compete
against themselves to see how much they can improve from year to year, and that others compete to earn a
title that will allow better promotion of their goods.
2.2 The spirit of the USFG Single Stone Competitions is to promote fair and balanced objective evaluation
of single stones for each class of competition, to give USFG members the opportunity to determine their
own level of skill. Competitions should have a friendly and constructive environment yet remain a
competitive and professional event.
2.3 An individual who competes should receive direct, actionable feedback to improve his or her skills.
Cutters who participate should be able to see themselves improve as they compete in higher classes.
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3.0 USFG Single Stone Competition Skill Level Classes
3.1 The USFG Single Stone Competition program has four difficulty levels. From least to most challenging,
these are “Novice” (beginner), “Pre-Master” (intermediate), “Master” (expert), and Grand Master. The
Single Stone Competition will be conducted as a typical single-stone competition in which winners of the
classes will be recognized and presented certificates and/or awards.
3.2 IMPORTANT NOTICE
Cutters who have won a previous USFG-certified Master level competition, and cutters who have
competed in the Australian Challenge, may only compete in the Grand Master level competition, and
may not compete in any lower level.
3.3 NOVICE
3.3.1 A typical Novice entrant is a faceter with very little experience, who has likely never competed before
and/or has never had their work evaluated by another cutter. Any cutter, other than one who is disqualified
under section 3.2 or 3.3.5, may enter this category.
3.3.2 To become a certified Novice, the cutter must score 85 or above in Novice competition.
3.3.3 If you score below 90, you are encouraged to repeat the Novice class, to further refine your skills.
3.3.4 If you score 90 or above, you are encouraged to move up to Pre-Master class.
3.3.5 If you score 90 or above, AND you place first, you MUST move up to Pre-Master class.
3.4 PRE-MASTER
3.4.1 A typical Pre-Master entrant is a faceter with moderate experience who may have good faceting skills,
and likely has entered our Novice class and scored above 90. Any cutter, other than one who is disqualified
under section 3.2 or 3.4.5, may enter this category.
3.4.2 To become a certified Pre-Master the cutter must score 90 or above in Pre-Master competition.
3.4.3 If you score below 90, you are encouraged to repeat the Pre-Master class, to further refine your skills.
3.4.4 If you score 93 or above, you are encouraged to move up to Master class.
3.4.5 If you score 93 or above, AND you place first, you MUST move up to Master class.
3.5 MASTER
3.5.1 A typical Master entrant is a faceter with a high degree of expertise and skill, who has likely entered
our Pre-Master class and scored above 93. Any cutter, other than one who is disqualified under section 3.2
or 3.5.5, may enter this category.
3.5.2 To become a certified Master the cutter must score 93 or above in Master competition.
3.5.3 If you score below 95, you are encouraged to repeat the Master class, to further refine your skills.
3.5.4 If you score 95 or above, you are encouraged to move up to Grand Master class.
3.5.5 If you score 95 or above, AND place first, you MUST move up to Grand Master class.
3.6 GRAND MASTER
3.6.1 A typical Grand Master entrant is a faceter with a profound degree of skill and expertise in a wide
variety of materials, with significant accolades in competition cutting.
3.6.2 To qualify for entering the Grand Master competition, a cutter must have scored 95 or above in the
Master class OR have qualified for the Australian Challenge.
3.6.3 To qualify for awards in Grand Master competition cutters must score 98 or above.
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3.6.4 A certified Grand Master competition cutter may continue to compete in this class as many times as
desired and eligible for awards each time.
3.7 Judging Severity
3.7.1 Within any given category of competition, all competitors will be judged equally.
4.0 Competition Design and Material Selection
4.1 Process of selection
4.1.1 The difficulty level of designs within each class should remain consistent from year to year, to allow
accurate comparisons of skill. To ensure consistency in difficulty, the following guidelines are used to
identify a set of designs that meet those guidelines.
4.1.2 Every year, each member of the USFG Competition Committee will independently select 1 design
per class that meets the criteria shown below and will share the reasoning behind their choices with the rest
of the committee. The designs will be placed in a common pool and voted on by the committee, to select
the final designs for the year.
4.1.3 When the designs are published in the USFG Newsletter, the publication should include a short
commentary including the names of other designs that were considered for each category, as well as
specifying what features of the final design choice made it appropriate for selection.
4.1.3 All competition designs must be entirely cuttable in a meet point manner.
4.1.4 Designs may require that the cutter use a specific material or cut to a certain size range. These
requirements will be listed at the bottom of the diagram.
4.2 Novice design selection guidelines
4.2.1 A Novice-level design should be simple to cut, with no technically demanding attributes. These
designs should be easily cuttable by a novice faceter who has cut fewer than 10 stones.
4.2.2 Novice-level designs are not required to meet these criteria, but should attempt to meet as many of
the following criteria as possible:
• No greater than 2 pavilion tiers
• No greater than 1 girdle tier
• No greater than 3 crown tiers, excluding a table
• The girdle outline must be defined exclusively by the P1 tier
• The design must feature 3-fold or higher orders of mirror symmetry
• No facets may meet more than one unique set of meet points
• No facets may be within 1 degree of an adjacent facet
• No facets may be within 2 indices of an adjacent facet
• Novice-level designs may not feature a checkerboard crown
• Novice-level designs may not feature a barion-style or keel-style pavilion
• The total number of facets should not exceed 51
• Designs should use a standard 96-index
4.2.3 No girdle outline subtype, as classified by Long & Steele, should be repeated from one year to the
next. For example, if a design is chosen with a hexagonal outline, the next year’s design may not feature a
hexagonal outline.
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4.2.4 The size criteria for this category should be between 10mm and 12mm, with an error margin of +/0.5mm.
4.3 Pre-Master design selection guidelines
4.3.1 A Pre-Master level design should be reasonable to cut, neither very easy nor extremely difficult, with
at least one aspect that is more technically demanding than designs that would be found in the Novice
category. These designs should be reasonably cuttable with some effort by an intermediate-skilled faceter
who has cut greater than 10 stones, but fewer than 50 stones.
4.3.2 Pre-Master level designs are not required to meet these criteria, but should attempt to meet as many
of the following criteria as possible:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No fewer than 2 pavilion tiers
No fewer than 1 girdle tier
No fewer than 3 crown tiers, excluding a table
The girdle should be defined by more than a single tier of pavilion facets
Design concepts not present in the Novice-level competition, such as keeled pavilions, barions, and
CAM preforms, should be considered
Designs with mixed symmetry or radial symmetry should be considered
Designs should be considered that include tiers in which a single facet must simultaneously meet
two unique meet points
The total number of facets should not exceed 101
Designs should use a standard 96-index

4.3.3 No girdle outline subtype should be repeated from one year to the next. For example, if a design is
chosen with a hexagonal outline, the next year’s design may not feature a hexagonal outline.
4.3.4 No girdle outline subtype should be considered for the current year, if that girdle outline subtype was
selected for the Novice category the year prior.
4.3.5 The size criteria for this category should be between 10mm and 16mm for the largest dimension
chosen, such that the estimated surface area of the design should be between 80-150mm2. The error margin
should be +/- 0.3mm.
4.4 Master design selection guidelines
4.4.1 A Master level design should require some effort to cut accurately but should not be profoundly
difficult or time-consuming to cut accurately. This should have several aspects that are technically
challenging for a more advanced cutter who has cut greater than 50 stones.
4.4.2 Master level designs are not required to meet these criteria, but should attempt to meet as many of the
following criteria as possible:
•
•
•

Low orders of symmetry should be considered
Designs with complex girdles should be considered. This includes designs with girdle facets that
cannot be cut until a girdle tier X, and a pavilion tier Y that requires girdle tier X, have already been
cut. This also includes designs with a “wavy” girdle outline.
Designs should be considered that include multiple tiers in which facets must simultaneously meet
2 or more unique meet points.
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Designs should be considered in which “error accumulation”, or the compounding of meetpoint
error as further tiers are cut, is a significant concern
While a large number of total facets may increase design difficulty, selection should not be heavily
based on this aspect of difficulty, as many designs with a low-moderate number of facets can be
significantly more difficult to cut accurately than those with a large number of facets, but small
number of tiers.
Designs may use an index that is commonly available, including 96, 80, 120, and 72-indices.

4.4.3 No girdle outline subtype should be repeated from one year to the next. For example, if a design is
chosen with a hexagonal outline, the next year’s design may not feature a hexagonal outline.
4.4.4 No girdle outline subtype should be considered for the current year, if that girdle outline subtype was
selected for the Pre-Master category the year prior.
4.4.5 The size criteria for this category should be between 10mm and 16mm for the largest dimension
chosen, such that the estimated surface area of the design should be between 80-150mm2. The error margin
should be +/- 0.1mm.
4.5 Grand Master design selection guidelines
4.5.1 A Grand Master level design should require significant effort to cut accurately and should be notably
difficult or time-consuming to cut accurately. This should have a large number of technically challenging
aspects and should be appropriate for a cutter who has successfully competed at a high level in prior years.
4.5.2 Master level designs are not required to meet these criteria, but should attempt to meet as many of the
following criteria as possible:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low orders of symmetry should be strongly considered
Large numbers of facets (>100) or tiers (>20) should be considered
Designs with difficult complex girdle outlines, such as those described in the Master category,
should be strongly considered.
Designs that are readily recognized by Master-level competitors as “very difficult” should be
strongly considered
No design should require more than one transfer process
Designs with a high risk of “error accumulation” should be considered
Designs may use an index that is commonly available, including 96, 80, 120, and 72-indices.

4.5.3 No girdle outline subtype should be repeated from one year to the next. For example, if a design is
chosen with a hexagonal outline, the next year’s design may not feature a hexagonal outline.
4.5.4 No girdle outline subtype should be considered for the current year, if that girdle outline subtype was
selected for the Master category the year prior.
4.5.5 The size criteria for this category should be between 10mm and 16mm for the largest dimension
chosen, such that the estimated surface area of the design should be between 80-150mm2. The error margin
should be +/- 0.1mm.
4.6 Material choice
4.6.1 The Novice-level competition should allow entrants to select any material of their choice, natural or
synthetic.
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4.6.2 The Pre-Master level competitions should select materials that are readily available in large sizes and
low costs, without cleavage planes. This includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural or synthetic quartz
Inexpensive beryls, such as goshenite or irradiated golden beryl
Synthetic spinel or corundum
Inexpensive garnets, such as darker red pyrope-almandine-spessartites
YAG and CZ
Non-ordered materials, such as glass, “Laser Gem”, “Nano Gem”, and similar products, may be
selected and should be considered as a single category.

4.6.3 The Master level competitions should select materials that are readily available in large sizes,
reasonably low costs, and wide availability. Materials with cleavage planes or well-known difficulties in
cutting should be encouraged, but not strongly so. This includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural or synthetic quartz
Feldspars, including sunstone and bytownite, should be considered a single category if selected.
Topaz, natural or irradiated
Synthetic spinel or corundum
Inexpensive garnets, such as darker red pyrope-almandine-spessartites
YAG, CZ, or moissanite
Non-ordered materials, such as glass, “Laser Gem”, “Nano Gem”, and similar products, may not be
considered for this category.

4.6.4 The Grand Master-level competition should select materials that are readily available in large sizes,
with reasonably low cost and reasonable availability. Materials with cleavage planes, known tendencies to
be brittle, and known difficulties with polishing, should be encouraged. This includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural or synthetic quartz
Feldspars, including sunstone and bytownite, should be considered a single category if selected.
Inexpensive garnets, such as darker red pyrope-almandine-spessartites
Hard synthetics, such as spinel, corundum, YAG, CZ, or moissanite
Readily available high-RI synthetics, such as strontium titanate
Well-known materials with cleavage, parting planes, and/or brittleness, that come in readilyavailable large sizes, such as topaz, spodumene, or scapolite.
Non-ordered materials, such as glass, “Laser Gem”, “Nano Gem”, and similar products, may not be
considered for this category.

4.6.5 No material should be repeated from one year to the next, within the same category. 4.6.6 No material
should be considered for the current year if that material was selected for the previous year in the immediate
lower-level competition. For example, the material chosen for the Pre-Master level the year prior should
not be repeated in the Master level in the current year.
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4.7 Testing
4.7.1 Each design selected for competition should be test-cut, in the specified material and to the specified
size, by at least one USFG board member, prior to final selection of the design. If the design is unreasonably
difficult or easy for the category level, this should be brought to the attention of the board.
5.0 Entry Conditions and Restrictions
5.1 The Competition Committee USFG Board shall set the time, date and place for submitting forms and
actual stones. The Stone Handler (member - Competition Committee) shall be responsible for the collection
and return of stones and oversee the distribution of the awards. Competitors must comply with published
rules for their particular class.
5.2 The USFG Single Stone Competition is open only to current USFG members; whose memberships are
valid through the submission deadline. Non-members who wish to compete may do so by including a USFG
membership application with their competition entry forms and stone.
5.3 Cutters may only submit a single stone per year to the Single Stone Competition.
5.4 All competitors who certify in their respective class competition by meeting the minimum score required
will receive a certificate of achievement from the USFG Competition Committee. This will be suitable for
framing, and will include the cutter’s name, the class the cutter became certified in, and the score earned.
The remaining wording on each certificate will reflect the competitor's accomplishment.
5.5 Once a faceter has been certified in any USFG competition, that certification will remain permanent
under all circumstances. If a cutter competes in a subsequent year in the same class, but fails to certify, that
cutter will retain their previous certification.
5.6 The entry and payment of registration fees shall constitute acceptance of the rules and agreement
to comply with them.
6.0 Processing of Stones / Reporting of Scores
6.1 Initial processing
6.1.1 Stones and entry fees will be mailed to a designated Stone Handler of the Competition Committee.
The Stone Handler will anonymize the stones by assigning a numerical code, repack the stones, and send
the stones to a selected judge.
6.1.2 Whenever possible, a single judge shall be used for all stones within a given class.
6.1.3 The judged stone and comprehensive "mark-up sheet" will then be returned to Stone Handler.
6.1.4 The Stone Handler will decode and repackage the stone with the Pattern Error Sheet, Score Sheet,
and Judges’ Comment Sheet, and return the package to the individual competitor. The Stone Handler will
then provide the BOD with a list of all participants, their score, and their certification status. This will occur
before the results are released to the general USFG membership or to the general public.
6.1.5 The BOD will release scores according to the instructions listed above
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6.2 Publication of Scores
6.2.0 At the discretion of the USFG BOD, all scores that qualify for certification, along with names of
cutters, will be published in the USFG newsletter, USFG website, and/or public venues supported by the
USFG.
6.2.1 For reasons of sensitivity, the USFG Board will not publish the names of cutters who did not qualify
for certification. The USFG may opt to publish an anonymized list of scores below the qualifying score.
6.3 Privacy
6.3.1 The USFG will only publish data pertaining to a cutter’s name, competition score, city, and/or state
(or country).
6.3.2 No other data of any kind from competitions, including but not limited to mailing addresses, telephone
numbers, and e-mail address, shall be disclosed to the general USFG membership or greater public.
6.4 The names of disqualified or ineligible cutters, as well as their scores, will be reported to the USFG
Board, but not to the general USFG membership or public. The USFG Board will either approve or reject
the disqualified or ineligible stone after receiving the fact from the Stone Handler.
7.0 Certification and Awards
Awards will be given to cutters scoring 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place in the Novice, Pre-Master, Master, and Grand
Master class as recorded by the Stone Handler and reported to the Competition Committee. Types of awards
and certificates will be determined and published with each competition announcement, after approval by
the USFG Board.
7.1 Certification
7.1.1 To be certified in a particular class, cutters must meet the following criteria:
7.1.2 Novice - Score 85 or higher in a USFG Novice Competition.
7.1.3 Pre-Master - Score 90 or higher in a USFG Pre-Master Competition.
7.1.4 Master - Score 93 or higher in a USFG Masters Competition.
7.1.5 Grand Master – Score 95 or higher in a USFG Grand Master competition.
7.2 Awards
7.2.1 To be considered for awards (1st, 2nd, 3rd place) in a particular class, cutters must meet the following
minimum criteria.
7.2.2 Novice - Score 90 or higher in a USFG Novice Competition.
7.2.3 Pre-Master - Score 93 or higher in a USFG Pre-Master Competition.
7.2.4 Master – Score 95 or higher in USFG Master Competition.
7.2.5 Grand Master – Score 98 or higher in USFG Grand Master Competition.
7.3 Special Cases and Ties
7.3.1 The certified top three “qualifying” scores in each competition class will receive awards, i.e., 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd place.
7.3.2 All scores shall be calculated to no more than the fourth decimal place. Normal rules shall apply for
rounding scores.
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7.3.3 In the unlikely event of a tie, and in the spirit of fair competition, all scores which qualify for awards,
which also result in exact ties, will receive the same award.
8.0 Pre–Judging
8.1 The practice of having outside expertise evaluate the condition of a stone during the cutting process is
strictly forbidden in USFG faceting competitions.
8.2 If it becomes known that any cutter has had the stone evaluated by other cutters during the cutting
process, i.e. with the stone still on the dop, then that stone will be automatically disqualified from the
competition.
8.3 If such knowledge becomes available after competition results have been finalized, any awards or other
recognition will be declared null and void.
8.3 Cutters may choose to show their finished stone as they wish once it is removed from the dop without
penalty.
9.0 Protest
9.1 If protest should arise the written rules shall prevail.
9.2 In order to lodge a protest, a cutter should send a copy of the score sheet, as well as an explanation of
the protest, to the Stone Handler. This may be done by mail or e-mail.
9.2 The Stone Handler shall explain the judges’ reasoning to the person making the complaint. If the cutter
is not satisfied, the Competition Committee will review the complaint.
9.3 If the cutter is still not satisfied, the USFG Board will have the final say in the mitigation of all
disputes. There will be a three-week time limit starting from the time the cutter receives his stone and
judging sheet for a formal protest to be filed.
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10.0 Terms and Definitions
For Judges and Cutters
Listed in alphabetical order
10.1 Angle - The angle of a facet to the plane normal to the axis of the stone. Angles will generally be
expressed in positive degrees. The minimum angle shall be 0 (perpendicular to the axis of the stone,
typically the table. The maximum angle of a facet shall be 90 (parallel to the axis of the stone), typically
the girdle facets.
10.2 Axis of stone - The line passing through the center of the outline shape when viewed from above the
stone and perpendicular to the girdle plane and table.
10.3 Board, board, or BOD - Means all members of the Board of Directors of the United States Faceters
Guild Corporation.
10.4 Competition Committee - A committee formed to organize, supervise, and facilitate the faceting
competitions of the USFG Single Stone Competition as outlined in the beginning statements of this
document. The Committee shall be composed of a minimum of six (6) people.
10.5 Crown - Where a girdle plane exists, the crown is that part of the stone above the girdle plane, i.e., top
of the stone. The crown will be clearly marked on the Pattern Sheet.
10.6 Culet - The point or line which the pavilion facets meet at the lowest angle(s).
10.7 Chips - Areas where pieces of material have been chipped off. They usually occur along facet edges,
at corners, and/or culets. Typically chipping is the result of rough handling and/or with materials sensitive
to cleavage. In USFG competitions this feature shall be assigned one quarter (1/4) pattern point per edge.
If the feature is “out” a one (1) point error shall be placed in the 25%, 50%, or 100% columns.
10.8 Cutter or Faceter - The word cutter or faceter is used universally in this text to refer to persons (he or
she) who practice the art of faceting stones, i.e., Faceters.
10.9 Dimensions - For USFG competitions all dimensions shall be expressed in millimeters.
10.10 Disqualified - Errors resulting in gross deviations from the competition rules for a particular class,
i.e., wrong pattern cut, missing facet tiers, wrong gemstone material, etc. The stone will be set aside
and no further judging will take place. The judge will provide written explanation for the disqualification
to the Stone Handler and BOD. The stone and judging sheets will be returned to the cutter.
10.11 Extra Facets - Facets not defined on the pattern sheet. In general, extra facets are cut by mis-indexing.
10.12 Errors & Credits – Any defect in the finished stone. In USFG competitions, errors are weighted
depending upon the visual severity of that error. Credit are given equally for perfect facets.
10.13 Errors or credits are as follows:
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"A" - 25% off if the partial error is barely visible with a 10X loupe.
''B'' - 50% off if the partial error is easily seen with the 10 X loupe.
''C'' - 100% off if the error is out (profoundly incorrect – see section 10.26) with the 10X loupe, or may be
seen with the naked eye.
10.14 Facet - A deliberate flat or curved surface, usually polished.
10.15 Facet Edge - The linear junction between two facets. In the USFG SSC, facet edges shall be sharp,
i.e., not reflect light. This feature is judged in the same category as Flat Facet. In USFG competitions this
feature shall be assigned one (1) possible pattern point per facet. If the feature is “out” a one (1) point error
shall be placed in the 25%, 50%, or 100% columns.
10.16 Facet Material – The gem material that the cutter uses to cut the stone. The Pattern Sheet will clearly
state whether natural and/or man- made (laboratory-produced) materials are permitted.
10.17 Facet Uniform – Refers to the consistency in shape and size of any facet in the same series. Facets
also must have consistency with the pattern and plan view. In USFG competitions, this feature shall be
assigned one (1) possible pattern point per facet. If the feature is “out” a one (1) point error shall be placed
in the 25%, 50%, or 100% columns.
10.18 Flat facet - Facets shall be flat. This refers to the flatness of facet or un-evenness of curved facets. In
USFG competitions this feature shall be assigned one (1) possible pattern point per facet. If the feature is
“out” a one (1) point error shall be placed in the 25%, 50%, or 100% columns.
10.19 Floating Meet – A meetpoint formed by the junction of three facets, which may help to define a
future meetpoint. While floating meets are technically meetpoints, they are not used in judging.
10.20 Floating Facets – The three facets that define a Floating Meet are considered to be Floating Facets.
10.21 Index Gears – Used to determine the indexing of facets. Depending upon the machine, index gears
may be numbered in a clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) fashion. Gears may face towards or
away from the stone. While the directionality of the index gear will not impact a stone cut with mirror
symmetry, this may interfere with a stone cut with radial symmetry and may produce a mirror image of the
intended design. Cutting a mirror image of the competition design may result in disqualification.
10.22 Ghost facet - A nearly imperceptible facet formed when a cutter tries to bring facet meet points "in"
with the use of a cheater or index micro adjuster. By doing so, the cutter may create a secondary facet
directly over an existing one, with only miniscule and nearly invisible differences in index and angle. These
false facets are frequently only visible under certain lighting angles. This is called a “ghost facet” and is not
considered to be ''extra facet'' as in the above definition. This will be judged according to the judging criteria
elsewhere in this document.
10.23 Girdle Facets - The narrow band consisting of either a series of facets or a continuous scalloped,
curved surface which outlines the girdle plane and is at right angles to it. In USFG competitions the girdle
must be faceted and polished. Rounded girdles are not considered acceptable.
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10.24 Girdle Thickness - The narrowest dimension of the girdle facets. It may also be called the girdle
width. Cutters may use any method they wish for establishing this feature. In USFG competitions, the girdle
thickness (and acceptable tolerance) will be clearly specified on the pattern sheet(s) as determined by the
Competition Committee. USFG judges ARE allowed to use magnified scales, optical comparators, or
reticules for judging this feature, provided the same tool is used to judge “every” stone the same way.
The judge may measure the girdle thickness by using a comparative technique with a gauge of known
thickness or diameter. Other suggestions may include using a jeweler’s saw blade, precision wire, or plastic
film as a reference gauge. In USFG competitions this feature shall be assigned three pattern points. If the
feature is “out” a three (3) point error shall placed in the 100% column.
10.25 Girdle Uniform – Facets in the same series around a faceted girdle shall be the same shape and
dimension. They shall be an exact replica on the pattern sheet and be within the stated limits including the
allowed tolerance factor determined by the Competition Committee. If outside the minimum or maximum
limits, this error would be seen as a difference in girdle thickness from one side of the stone to the other,
when outside the girdle thickness limits. This type of error generally indicates problems with the transfer.
In USFG competitions the total points given this feature shall be three (3). If the feature is “out” a three (3)
point error shall be placed in the 25%, 50%, or 100% columns.
10.26 Grooved facets - Facets that show grooving in the polish when held just between shadow and shine.
Others have described grooving similar in appearance to brush strokes on a canvas. Herringbone effect in
quartz or from crystal twinning can sometimes show up in the polish in the same manner. In USFG
competitions this feature shall be assigned one (1) possible pattern point per facet. If the feature is “out” a
one (1) point error shall be placed in the 25%, 50%, or 100% columns.
10.27 In or Out – Terms that describe the accuracy of features of a stone, such as width, L/W, girdle width,
meetpoint accuracy, etc. "In" describes whether a feature is correct or within tolerance. Examples include
precise meetpoints, accurate girdle width, and a correctly-sized table. "Out" describes when a feature is
outside of tolerance, or profoundly and obviously incorrect. Examples include meetpoints that have facet
edges that do not actually meet in a single point, girdles with “stair-step” phenomenon, and tables that are
asymmetric.
10.28 Ink Mark - A mark (permanent ink) placed on a stone by the judge to identify the indexing of the
stone referenced to the pattern error sheet.
10.29 Judge - Persons selected by the Competition Committee to judge the various classes of USFG
competitions. Judges shall have completed the USFG Judging Certification Program and be approved
by the BOD. Judges generally work with the assistance of a marker (sometimes referred to as the penciler)
to assist with the recording of errors on the pattern error sheet. Judges are (generally) compensated for their
time through the distribution of entry fees. The amount of compensation shall be determined and
approved by the USFG Board each year.
10.30 Judges’ Comments Sheet - A short note provided by the judge to the cutter, with general comments
and observations about the stone. Following the "spirit of friendly competition", the comment sheet is
intended to provide cutters with both encouragement and highlight areas for improvement, in a constructive
and professional manner. At the pleasure of the judge, comments may be typed, or hand written.
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10.31 Judges’ Score Sheet - A formal sheet where errors recorded tabulated, and the final score calculated.
10.32 Lighting – The method of lighting for judging will be at the judge’s pleasure provided it is used
equally on all stones in the class.
10.33 Length - In all cases the length measurement will be a ratio of width and will be clearly defined
on the Pattern Sheet. In some designs the length may replace the width as the required measurement with
a corresponding “tolerance” for scoring by the judge.
10.34 Length-to-Width ratio (L/W) - The ratio of the major axis over the minor axis, i.e., always greater
than one. Often, but not always, the L/W is measured via parallel sets of girdle facets. In some cases,
though, this may be measured flat to point or point to point. The L/W ratio, will always be clearly
indicated on the pattern sheet with a corresponding “tolerance”. In USFG competitions this feature shall
be assigned three pattern points. If the feature is “out” a three (3) point error shall be placed in the 100%
column.
10.35 Length-to-Width scoring – Measure both dimensions, L and W. Multiply the measured W x the design
L/W ratio. Compare the actual L dimension to the calculated (or target) L dimension. If the measured L
dimension is within Limits +/- 0.5mm from the calculated L dimension, then the stone is not penalized. If
the feature is “out” a three (3) point error shall be placed in the 100% column.
10.36 Magnification - For judging a 10X hand held or eye loupe will be the only magnification allowed.
No exceptions! Judges are allowed to use corrective eyewear as needed for normal vision.
10.37 Man-made faceting material - Transparent faceting material(s) that owes its existence to the
operations of man. This includes, but is not limited to, such material as YAG (yttrium-aluminum garnet),
CZ (cubic zirconia), corundum, spinel, glass, etc.
10.38 Marker - The person assisting the judge with the scoring process.
10.39 Measuring – The only measuring tool allowed in USFG competitions shall be a caliper (vernier, dial,
or digital) with suitable repeatability and resolution for measuring features such as Width and L/W. The
construction of the caliper jaws may be either plastic or metal. If using calipers with metal jaws it is
suggested that the contact faces be protected with cellophane tape to reduce the risk of chipping stones, then
zeroed before measuring stone dimensions. Ideally calipers should be periodically checked for accuracy
against a known standard. It is suggested that girdle thickness may be measured using a comparative
technique with a gauge of known thickness or diameter. Suggestions may include using a jeweler’s saw
blade, precision wire, or plastic film as a reference gauge. Judges have the option to use magnified scales,
optical comparators, or reticules, but must use the same method for all stones judged.
10.40 Natural faceting material - Transparent material(s) that owes its existence to the forces of nature. It
includes natural materials, which may be treated to enhance color, transparency or other features. It does
NOT include materials, which would not have been facetable in their natural state before treatment, e.g. Mt.
St. Helen Ash, which are regarded as man-made.
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10.41 Meetpoint - A point where four (4) or more facets culminate in a perfect point with no facet overcut
and/or no facet undercut. In USFG competitions, this feature shall be assigned one possible pattern point
per meet, regardless of the number of facets comprising the meet. If the feature is “out” a one (1) point
error shall be placed in the 25%, 50%, or 100% columns. Please note that all meets carry the same scoring
weight whether they are comprised of 4 facets or 16 facets.
10.42 Overcut & Undercut – Overcut facets are those that miss the meet by virtue of removing too much
material. Unfortunately, correcting the problem requires that the cutter go back and recut the tier, and in
some cases the entire side of a stone. Undercutting a facet is definitely a lesser error, as the cutter may
simply return to the same facet and remove slightly more material. In either case (over/undercutting) the
judge shall score the affected meet as ‘out’. A judge may point out on the comment sheet if a facet was over
or under cut.
10.43 Pattern Sheet - A diagram or a particular pattern or cut, with all necessary information for cutting the
design. The pattern sheet will also address specifications and issues regarding length, width, L/W
ratio, number of facets, girdle design, tolerances, and specific faceting materials for their respective
competition classes. All pattern sheets will incorporate the use of GemCAD for the generation of design
parameters. For the sake of readability, the pattern sheet may be a set of multiple pages, with the diagram
and cutting instructions followed by a list if additional competition parameters.
10.44 Pattern Error Sheet - A sheet used by the judge to permanently record the amount and type of errors
a finished stone may have. The Pattern Error sheet (to be returned to the cutter) will also serve as a map to
assist the cutter in "seeing what errors the judge found" on a stone submitted for competition. Pattern Error
Sheets will also include an "ink mark" for referencing the indexing of the stone to the pattern errors.
10.45 Pavilion - Where a girdle plane exists, the pavilion is that part of the stone below the girdle plane.
The pavilion will be clearly marked on the pattern sheet.
10.46 Plan view - That arrangement of points and lines that one sees when looking directly down or up the
90° vertical axis of the stone. While cutters may alter the angles (and therefore crown and pavilion height)
of the plan, they may NOT add or subtract any facets from the plan view diagram. Alteration of the plan
view means a judge, during the normal process of judging the stone, can detect any alteration in the
positioning and/or shape of facets. If such alteration is detected, there will be severe penalties applied to the
breaking of this rule, including disqualification. Examples of such may include adding or omitting facets,
gross deviation of the original pattern or lay out of facets, cutting the wrong design, etc.
10.47 Pits - Any flaw, fracture, cleavage, parting, or inclusion that reach the surface. Foreign matter on
the surface that will not wipe off will be judged as a pit. In USFG competitions this feature shall be assigned
one possible pattern point per facet. If the feature is “out” a one (1) point error shall be placed in the 25%,
50%, or 100% columns.
10.48 Rounding, Facet Rounding, or Sharp Edge – A condition where a facet is not absolutely flat where it
borders another facet. Rounding is easily detected if the facet edge reflects light, i.e., a sharp edge will not
reflect light because it has no detectable width. Typically, this is caused by using too much polishing
compound, or by applying excess pressure to specific types of laps.
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10.49 Scratches - Any mark on a facet surface with a length to width ratio over 10:1. Scratches may
include any inclusion, fracture, mark, or groove(s) that surface. The finest of scratches may also be defined
with the popular term “cat hair". In USFG competitions this feature shall be assigned one possible pattern
point per facet. If the feature is “out” a one (1) point error shall be placed in the 25%, 50%, or 100%
columns.
10.50 Stones - The finished product of faceting, i.e., faceted gemstones.
10.51 Stone Handler – The person assigned by the USFG Board and a member of the Competition
Committee to facilitate the handling of the stones between the entrants and the judges.
10.52 Table – A crown facet parallel to the girdle plane and perpendicular to the stone axis/dop axis.
10.53 Tolerances - All critical tolerances used for judging will be specifically stated on the pattern
sheets. Ratios without tolerances (such as T/W, C/W, P/W, etc.) will be provided on the pattern sheets for
general reference. A judge may determine a stone to be ineligible or disqualified if, in the judge’s opinion,
deviations from given ratios (after tolerances) result in gross violations of the plan view, subject to
approval by the USFG Board.
10.54 Width - In all cases the width measurement will be clearly defined on the Pattern Sheet. In USFG
competitions this feature shall be assigned three pattern points per facet. If the feature is “out” a three (3)
point error will be placed in the 100% column.
10.55 USFG - United States Faceters Guild, a corporation.
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11.0 Judging Criteria – Stone Error Sheet
Scoring Sheet for Judges and Cutters
11.1 Scratches - Category 1
Each facet shall be absent of scratches including the finest of cat hairs. Inclusions or fractures that surface
and look like scratches will be judged under this feature.
11.2 Pitting - Category 2
Each facet shall be absent of pits. The tiniest inclusions and fractures that surface and look like pits will
be judged under this feature. Foreign matter on the surface that will not wipe off will be judged as an
error. Flaws, fractures, cleavages, partings, and inclusions that surface will be judged under category 1 or
2 on the score sheet if they surface.
11.3 Grooved Facets - Category 3
Facets that show grooving in the polish when held just between shadow and shine. Herringbone effect in
Quartz can sometimes show up in the polish in the same manner. Typically grooving appears as a series
of very fine parallel grooves, very similar in appearance to extremely fine brush strokes. Both features
will be judged in this category.
11.4 Flat Facet and Sharp Edges - Category 4
Facet surface true - This refers to the flatness of facets or unevenness of curved facets. Unintentional
facets and ghost facets will be penalized under this feature. Facet edges sharp - The junction between
facets should be knife-edge. Both of these features will be judged under category 4 on the score sheet.
Chipped edges will be judged under the category 7 for chips, not under this feature.
11.5 Facet Uniform – Category 5
Refers to consistency in shape and size of facets in the same series. Facets also have to have consistency
with the pattern.
11.6 Meetpoints – Category 6
A point where 4 or more facets culminate in a perfect point with no facet over cut and/or no facet under
cut. Note some judges may choose to indicate over/under cut facets, but this is entirely optional.
11.7 Chips – Category 7
Areas where pieces of material have been chipped off unintentionally. They usually occur along facet
edges, at corners, and/or culets.
11.8 Girdle Uniform - Category 8
Facets in the same series around a faceted girdle shall be the same shape and dimensions. Girdle facets
shall be an exact replica of the girdle on the pattern.
11.9 L/W Ratio - Category 9
The length to width ratio will be on the design and score sheets. A variance to be determined by the
Committee can be from 0.1> .5 mm +/- will be allowed without deduction. If out, a 3 point 100% error
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will result. In practice this feature is judged using the Width of the cutters stone. The Length shall be
calculated accordingly using the L/W ratio from the pattern sheet. The acceptable tolerance shall be based
upon the calculated Length.
11.10 Stone width - Category 10
The competition committee will set the stone width. There will be an allowable margin of error of the
stone width set by the competition committee. Typically, the allowable error will vary with the
competition class. Error in the Master and Grand Master class shall not exceed +/- 0.1mm. The
competition committee will designate stone widths between 6 mm and 15 mm. The width will be clearly
marked on the pattern sheet. If out, a 3-point 100% error will result. In some cases, the cutting order used
to develop the girdle shape may require the Length to be used instead of Width. An example would be
Omni Ovals, Hearts, and Tear Drop where the Omni starts at the longest part of the design.
11.11 Girdle thickness – Category 11
Girdle thickness shall be determined by the committee and included on the competition-cutting diagram
and pattern sheet.
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12.0 Additional Judging Notes:
(Reference to judging categories, Pattern Error Sheet)
12.1 Categories 1, 2, 3, & 4 represent polish.
12.2 The girdle shall be polished and judged under the same categories on the score sheet, "1 through 7"
as with all other facets. Two other categories are specifically designated for the girdle alone. They are 8 –
"Girdle Uniform" and 11 – “Girdle Thickness”.
12.3 Scoring in categories 1 through 8 – Errors will be assigned a weighted value of 25%, 50%, or
100%-point deduction depending upon the magnitude of the error.
12.3.1 A general definition of the weighted value scoring is as follows:
12.3.2 -25% off if the error is barely visible with a 10X loupe.
12.3.3 -50% off if the error is barely visible with the naked eye but easily seen with a 10X loupe.
12.3.4 -100% when a most serious error is seen with the 10X loupe and/or if the error is easily seen with
the naked eye.
12.4 Scoring in categories 9 through 11 - Errors will be automatically assigned a 3-point 100%
deduction.
12.5 The Plan View (see 10.46)
12.5.1 Creating a change in the "plan view" when cutting a competition stone can be done by employing a
severe change of angle(s) or index (indices) that will create a difference in facets observable to the judges.
This falls under the judges’ prerogative for disqualifying a stone.
12.5.3 This may also be done through a mishap of inadvertently leaving out or adding a tier of facets.
12.5.4 Both crown and pavilion are subject to penalty if the plan view of either one is in error.
12.5.5 If the plan view as defined is not followed as per the opinion of the judge, the stone will be
ineligible/disqualified, and the judge will give a written explanation on the patterns sheet.
12.6 Pre-judging of stones is strictly forbidden. Any indication of pre-judging will automatically, without
exception, disqualify the participant from the competition. See section 8.0 of this document for further
explanation.
12.7 The minimum final score a judge will award is 50 out of 100 possible points.
12.8 Width Example
Novice - When a size is given, it is always in millimeters. If it is stated that the size is to be a 10 mm
round like a standard round brilliant (SRB) then the measurement is taken at the girdle flat to flat. In the
Novice class only, you may have up to a 0.5 mm error either way without penalty. In other words, your
stone could measure 9.5 to 10.5 mm without penalty. If it is outside those parameters, the cutter will be
assessed three 100% errors. Example - If in the judge's opinion the measurement is so far out he may
declare the stone ineligible, subject to USFG Board approval. To further explain, if a cutter enters a 13
mm stone and the pattern calls for 10 mm +/- 0.5 mm the judges would be justified in disqualifying this
entry if they choose to do so.
12.9 Width Example
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Pre-Master, Masters, & Grand Masters – Where possible and sensical, as in a round stone, hexagon,
octagon, or rectangle, widths are measured flat to flat and are given a tolerance of +/- 0.1 mm. If a stone is
to be cut at 10 mm this means a stone that measures 9.9 mm or 10.1 mm will be considered within
parameters, and no errors will be deducted. Any greater error will result in a three (3) point 100% error.
Any significant and excessive error will risk becoming ineligible or disqualified from competition.
12.10 Complex Example
In many stones, such as a pear or pentagon, the cutter may not be able to measure flat to flat, and in
extreme cases the cutter may not be able to measure the technical narrowest portion of the stone. Some
triangular designs may be measured tip to point or tip to flat. For stones of this nature, this must be
marked clearly on the competition cutting diagram. This is the responsibility of the competition
committee. For example, on an oval with the width defined as between 93-03 and 45-51, the measurement
will be taken point to point. In a coffin or kite cut, the width measurement is taken at the high end of the
width, and the diagram will clearly show where the measurement is to be taken.
12.11 When you have a pattern with a length to width ratio (L/W) it must be within +/- 0.5 mm, or you
will incur a three (3) point 100% error. Let us consider an example using the above parameters of 12 mm
+/- 0.1 mm for the width and L/W of 1.33 +/- 0.1 mm on an oval. Let’s say the width of your stone
actually measures 12.0 mm, well within the rules. This particular pattern calls for an L/W of l .33, hence
12.0 mm x 1 .33 = 15.96 mm. The measured length for this 12.00 mm wide stone may be (15.96 - 0.5 =
15.46) between 15.46 mm and (15.96 + 0.5 = 16.45) 16.45 mm without error. Any more or less and it is
assessed a three (3) 100% error. In the judge’s opinion he may make the stone ineligible or disqualify it
depending on the severity of the error. Remember that depending on the complexity of the stone and the
computation of the ''Y'' value a 3 point 100% error works out to be in most cases less than one point.
12.12 Shapes, other than even sided rounds - For shapes such as pentagons and/or trillants, the minimum
measurement between a tip and a flat, or between a tip and a point as appropriate, shall be used to
determine/defined width of the pattern. In all cases the published pattern sheet will have the specific
requirements for each stone to be cut, plus tolerance.
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New Designs
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Announcements
It’s Not Too Early To Plan Ahead

The Franklin NC Faceters Frolic 2018
sponsored by

The United Stated Faceters Guild

This will be a four day event!
July 26-29, 2018
Carpenter Building (Community Rec Center)
1288 Georgia Rd (US441)
Hours: Thursday through Saturday 10-6, Sunday 10-5
Dealer Tables and Speaking Opportunities are still
available, please contact Ken Michalek ken@airfloinc.com
======================================================================
Jeff Theesfeld
I am challenging all members to identify the “Oldest Documented Gem Design” they can find in any
historical record. The goal of this challenge is to develop a story for the newsletter, which will result in
the re-design of several of the oldest gem designs into GemCad format, such that he “winners” can be
shared with the entire USFG faceting community. I will start off with an example, then I challenge
anyone to beat the latest design. Any earlier design should contain as much info as can be found; Name of
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design, the designer, source location, known age of design, facet angles, etc. (Not just a picture/line
drawing)
Lets start by saying that until the end of March, for the next 5 weeks, you can’t beat the latest entry by any
more than 100 years, then, in April, we can go as early as possible. Let’s try and complete this challenge
by the end of April, OK? The winning 3 entries will get their names included in the next newsletter.
Share this challenge with all your friends and fellow faceters, please. Let’s get some fun in the history of
gem cutting!
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Just a reminder
To enable you to take full advantage of your membership benefits we may occasionally need
to send special notices regarding proposed changes or other Guild business. Please be sure
to notify us of any changes to your email address.

Newsletter Policy
The USFG Newsletter is published quarterly in March, June, September and December. It
is available on the USFG website to all paid members of the Guild. A notice will be
posted to the website when the newsletter is uploaded.
Submissions or correspondence concerning content should be sent to the editor:
editor@usfacetersguild.org
We are always looking for new ideas and contributions. If you would like to make a
suggestion or submit an article for publication, please e-mail the editor. Just remember, we
are ALL volunteers, so to allow sufficient time articles should be submitted 30 days prior
to publication dates if possible. Share your knowledge with your fellow members! We are
all here to learn!
Our newsletter is published for the express purpose of sharing information with members
and other faceting guilds. There is no intent to show preference for or damage to any
person, group, product, manufacturer or commercial company. Opinions expressed are
those of the editor, contributing members, or quoted authors, and do not necessarily
represent those of the USFG membership, Officers, or BOD.
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Member Dues, Application & Renewal
Please help us grow by encouraging your fellow faceters to join the USFG. Membership
dues are an incredibly reasonable $18 per year (USD) and are payable via PayPal or by
check made payable to the USFG Treasurer.
New Members – Become a new member by going to: https://usfacetersguild.org/becomea-member. Once there, if you prefer not to use PayPal, you may scroll down the page and
print a membership form, enclose a check, and send it to our Treasurer at the address
listed. The advantage to using PayPal is instant access to the member sections of our
website.
Renewing Members – Using your email and password, login to our website. Your
membership expiration date and the renewal button can be found at the My
Account/Subscriptions page. You will receive an email reminder to renew one week
before your membership expires.
Please be sure to keep your information current. Email changes are especially important –
that is our primary means of contacting our members.
Questions about your membership should be sent to:
membership@usfacetersguild.org
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Office/Board of Directors/Staff
Elections were held in January for your USFG Board of Directors.

Officers 2018
President: Tom Mitchell
Vice President: Dan Lynch
Secretary: Jenny Clark
Treasurer: Sandy Fallin

Board of Directors
Al Balmer
Arya Akhavan
Bill Poland
Bob Lawrence
Howard Bromley
Ken Michalek

Appointed Staff
Historian: Jeff Theesfeld
Editor: Dan Lynch

USFG Lifetime Members
Alexander Wolkonsky
Glenn Klein
Ralph Mathewson
Billy Stringfellow (d)
Jack Gross
Richard Golden
Brian Maxwell
James Clarke
Robert Long
Charles Moon (d)
Jean A. Marr
Sylvia Czayo (d)
Don Dunn (d)
John Bayer

William Wilkie
Dr. Vincent Bishop
John Cassity
Juris Peterson
Cal Thomas
Austin McThorn
Everett G. Brake
Jenny Clark
Jerry Newman
Jack B. Lewis
John Maine
Ed Romack (d)
Verner Tovrea
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